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Two Students Chosen for Study Abroad Program
Nikole Varhegyi and Crystal Peoples chosen for math study program in Hungary
COREY MORRIS

News Editor

N i k o l e Varhegyi and Crystal
Peoples, both mathematics majors, are two of about 70 undergraduate students from the
United States and Canada selected
from nearly 300 applications for
the Budapest Semesters in Mathematics (BSM) program. They
will study from Feb. 7 through
May 27 under renowned Hungarian scholar-teachers. Participants
in the program, who are juniors
and seniors majoring in math or
computer science, usually take
three or four math courses and
one or two courses in another
field of study, for which they receive transferable credit.
Varhegyi, of Waldorf, Md., is a
member of the Cormier Honors
College for Citizen Scholars, Pi
Mu Epsilon math honor society,
and the women's rugby team. She
also serves as a desk aide on campus. She was a member of a threeperson team of Longwood
undergraduates that achieved a
Meritorious ranking in the 26th
annual Mathematical Contest in
Modelinc during April of this
year. Varnegyi completed an in-

ternship last summer at the Air
Force Cost Analysis Agency in
Arlington, Va. ana has accepted a
permanent position with the
agency. She will most likely begin
work in July for the agency, which
will relocate to Andrews Air Force
Base in Clinton, Md. this coming
April.
The senior said shefirstdiscovered the projgram when she was in
high schoolresearching colleges
she was interested in applying to.
"I knew before I applied to colleges that math was going to be
my declared major, so I was looking for study abroad programs
specifically targeted towards people studying math," she said.
She said her interest for math has
been a part of her for as long as
she can recall. "Gosh, I can't remember ever not being interested
in math," said Varhegyi. "It was always my favorite subject before
college, and just got a lot more
challenging and interesting in college." She plans to take two or
three math courses along with a
Hungarian language course. She is
also considering an art or culture
course.
Varhegyi plans to participate in
a two-week language course in the
country prior to the beginning of

the semester. "I have also wanted
to learn the language for some
time now, and I think there is a
great opportunity to do so with
mis program," she said. Varhegyi
requested to live with a host family instead of in an apartment. She
hopes this will "enhance the cultural aspect" of the program. She
added, Studying in a different environment is appealing to me."
Varhegyi is no stranger to Hungary. Her family is Hungarian and
me country has been a place she
has desired to study in. "Naturally,
when I found this program, it
sounded like the perfect opportunity for me," she said. She traveled
to Hungary for three weeks before
she started high school. During
that visit, she helped teach English
lessons. Still, this will be the first
time she will study outside of the
United States and the longest
amount of time she will spend in
another country..
"This will be a great way to continue to challenge myself mathematically during my last
undergraduate semester, and I
couldn't think of a better way to
cap my time in college," said Varh-

said, "I'm very excited that I will
get to study mathematics with
other people just as interested in
math as I am." Peoples heard
about the program at a summer
mathematics program this past
summer. "I met a number of people who had participated in BSM
in the past and heard some amazing stories about the BSM program," said Peoples.
The junior is president of both
Pi Mu Epsilon math honor society and the Math Club, treasurer
of the Cook-Cole College of Arts
and Sciences Student Advisory
Board, and the current recipient
of the Katherine Maugans Honors
Scholarship. She plans to earn a
doctorate and teach on the university level after graduation. On
top of her extracurricular activities, she is taking a course load of
19 credits.
"As I am planning on going to
raduate school in mathematics,
saving these classes at the undergraduate level will certainly help
me when applying for graduate
schools and will help prepare me
for the work that I will do in graduate school," said Peoples.

1

^eoples, 19, was selected for the
program in mid-September. She
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Tom Perriello, John Grisham Talk Politics in Wygal Hall
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Eighteen days. Those were
the words of 5th District Congressional Representative Tom
Perriello (D) after taking the
stage in Wygal Auditorium
Fri., Oct. 15. That number represents the remaining days Perriello has until voters will head
to the ballot box for midterm
elections. Perriello will face
challenger Virginia Senator
Robert Hurt (R) in a race that
just two years ago was the
tightest congressional race in
the Commonwealth of Virginia. Perriello won over incumbent Virgil Goode (R) in
the 2008 election by 745 votes.
He used that example to portray why it is important to go
out and vote to those in attendance Friday night.
"We are really on the verge of
a great victory here in the fifth
district," said Perriello, speaking to a crowd of about 50. He
began by noting his accomplishments in his two years in
office that include creating
greener jobs in the state while
getting things done and not
tearing the other side apart."
Perriello touched on his presence in Farmville and Prince
Edward County by "expanding
financial aid" to college students at Longwood University

as well as supporting the
Robert Russa Moton Museum
in town.
He praised small businesses
in the area that have been able
to achieve loans in the bad
economy and also noted the
expansion of the community
college program in the 5th District. The program is designed
to help send students and
working adults to community
college in order to hopes to expand career opportunities by
offering new skills and enhanced knowledge about technology.
Perriello said unlike some of
his fellow politicians, he has
not fallen into the trap of "not
being able to look past the next
election." He called the actions
of those who do that a "cycle."
He discussed his focus on not
only the current generation,
but the children of current
generation. "Our challenge
now is how can we build it,
make it, and grow it in America?
Perriellos friend and, as the
representative described him,
"one of America's best storytellers," author John Grisham
took the stage after Perriello to
discuss the importance of political involvement and why he
supports the 36-year-old Perriello.
"I'm happy to be here with

my congressman," said Grisham, author of such legal
thrillers including "A Time to
Kill," "Runaway Jury," and "The
Firm." Grisham, who became
interested in politics as a Republican at Mississippi State
University and then changed
his side of the aisle shortly after
law school, met Perriello in
January 2008. He said once he
met him, he could tell Perriello
was a unique politician. "Tom
had not only a different message, but a different way of
preaching that message." Grisham told the Ivy, Va. native
he would be glad to help raising some money and doing
what he could to nelp him beat
Goode, who had held the seat
since 1997.
Grisham said, "Tom stayed
on point and on message" during the 2008 campaign. While
Grisham explained he had
doubts Perriello could win the
election, he jokingly called him
afterwards and said, "Tom, I
knew you could do it."
Grisham ended by telling
those in attendance, who were
mostly members of the College
Democrats group that organized the event, "You joined the
right club."
Perriello answered a few
questions from the audience
including one from Chair of
the Department of Communi-

Perriello (left) and Grisham (right) shake hands in Wygal Auditorium.

cation Studies and Theatre, Dr.
Ramesh Rao. Rao asked Perriello about how serious the
United States is taking the
strategic relationship with
India. Perriello said he is taking it very seriously because
India, the largest democracy
on the planet, built its government up in a similar way as the

United States.
Meghan Czaikoski said the
event was a success. "I think it
went really well in the time
frame I was given to get it organized." Czaikoski said she
was excited that students asked
their own questions during the
event and hopes for everyone
to go out and vote Tues., Nov.

Ptioto By: Alex Goard

2. "If students are voting, they
can really affect how decisions
affect them," she said.
A Wed., Oct. 13 Survey USA
Poll showed Perriello trailing
Hurt by 11 points.
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Emphasize
the Vote
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
V ote or Die.
I
never really understood
what
Sean
"Diddy"
Combs was trying to get when
he changed his
"Citizen Change"
campaign to the
mucn more hard
hitting slogan
NEWS
name "Vote or
COLUMN
Die" a few years
ago. Perhaps I
will never understand what goes on in the*
mind of a rap star such as Mr. Diddy, but
what I can comprehend is the importance
of voting. As a disclaimer, and as a lesson
in common sense, you probably won t die if
you fail to vote this coming Nov. 2. But the
consequences that come with not voting
may still trump the action of refraining
from participating in your civic duty.
So why vote? Well, casting a vote allows
you to express a choice. Not voting is tantamount to saying you could care less. You
have an opinion, should use the voting
process to express that opinion. It's n<?t right
or wrong because it's yours. Additionally,
voting shows that you oelieve in the democratic process and that you want to participate in that little thing called freedom of
speech.
But for some reason we don't do it. We
don't vote. Why? Perhaps it's the thought
that voting isn't convenient. While voting is
free, it does exact a cost—an opportunity
cost. There is no fee to pull the lever, or hit
the button, however, tnere also is an absence of a discernable payoff. But you aren't
irrational if you choose to vote just because
you might not initially get something from
the process.
We all know the odds that your vote will
make the difference and affect the overall
outcome of the election are very slim. The
movie "Swing Vote" isn't a commonality,
dare I say it has never happened on a scale
in which the movie portrayed it happening,
that is on the presidential front. However,
midterms are a little different. In midterms,
it's hard to get 30 percent of registered
American voters out to the polls. Thus, it is
a greater chance that an election could be a
virtual tie.
Should the rules be changed a little bit so
elections can be closer and have a higher
rate of participation?
Heres an extreme that seems to work: In
Australia during the 1920s, voter turnout in
the land down under fell below 60 percent.
Parliament decided to make voting mandatory as a result. Today, that mandatory doctrine is not disputed and it is supported by
a great majority, or 70 percent of the population. Australians who choose not to vote
in an election receive a letter in the mail
asking why. If you have a good excuse,
you're okay. However, if the citizen fails to
present a proper excuse, they are fined a
small fine. Imagine if all Americans were
fined just a dollar each time they failed to
report to the voting box. Perhaps that can
replace taxes one day.
The point of this is voluntary voting
makes the smallest cost, like venturing to
the polling place, seems great enough to
make voting seem like this vicious, irrational monster. Not the case. However, if
enough people had this stigma attached to
them and refiised to vote, only a minority
of the population could determine a country's future. That would leave the majority
without a voice and it would make our
democratic form of voting much less democratic.
Unless you are a fan of majority rules, you
should favor a high turnout in voting percentages. But the temptation to get the free
ride is out there because we are under the
impression that our vote doesn't count. The
principle isn't that. The principle lies in the
tact that voting is a forgotten civic duty.
Without the compulsory model, which we
don't have in America, nobody can force
someone else to go and vote.
From one extreme to the other, let's shift
gears to voting, but not for any of the candidates. The United Kingdom has unleashed a new voting concept this past
spring called "Vote Blank." It was a call for
all citizens who were eligible to come out
and vote and support democracy. However,
voters were not pressured to select a candidate in the election. Instead, they could
simply leave their ballot paper completely
blank. The point was to simply get people
motivated to participate and support the
democratic system.
If you're tired of what's going on, go initiate some change. Vote for what you believe
in and the causes you support. Just go out
and respect it. Remember, it is your civic
duty and we have the privilege that many
people in the world would die for.

Student Criminal Rights Forum Held
First Amendment rights as important especially the right to petition.
News Editor
He saia students are not taking adA . forum to educate students of vantage of the right to free speech and
their criminal rights on and off cam- are not taking part in organized
pus was held at 7 p.m. in the Chich- protests. Instead, ne said students are
ester Science Center Tuesday night. simply getting ticked off and grumA panel of experts, including Long- ble about what happens.
Rothwell said Amendments 5, 6,
wood University Police Officer Joel
Abernathy; Dr. John Barbrey, assis- and 9 are important for citizens to
tant professor of criminal justice; and know. She saia each step of the crimDr. Virginia Rothwell, assistant pro- inal justice system is important in
taking these laws into consideration
fessor of criminal justice.
A set of questions were presented to for the equal protection of all people.
One student asked a question rethe panel who then gave their expertise on the issue. Afterwards, students garding Second Amendment rights
in attendance, which was standing and the opinion of the panelists on
room only, were able to ask questions carrying concealed weapons on campus. "Ifyou've got a full-time police
and offer comments.
The first question revolved around force on campus, do you realty need
what right in the Constitution every [guns] on a campus this tiny?" BarAmerican should know. Abernathy brey asked. Abernathy agreed and
said it was the Fourth Amendment said that it's unfortunate when people
"It protects you in the home more see a news story and react to it oy
than anywhere else," he added. He choosing to "pack heat." He said the
noted things in plain view, such as important thing is to have adequate
through windows or during a police training before using a weapon.
Regarding search and seizure, one
traffic stop, give the police the right
to search without a warrant. Aber- student asked if resident assistants
nathy explained without a warrant, (RAs) are allowed to openly search
police cannot simply enter a home students' book bags upon entering a
unless they have said probable cause residence hall. Abernathy said RAs
to do so. However, ne said people must have a reason to search bags or
have the right to say no during in- property, just like law enforcement
stances such as a traffic stop when
Barbrey added that RAs may be
police ask them for permission to tipped off by certain flags such as a
search their property. He said that an square or unusually heavy-looking
officer should not judge a person if bode bag.
they decide to say no, simply because
The issue of crime, a recent hot-butit is that person's constitutional right ton issue on campus and in Farmville,
Barbrey told the students the right was also discussed amongst the
to counsel, provided in the Sixth panel. Abernathy said the departAmendment, is important for people ment is doing their part by increasing
to fully understand "What is the fust shifts from eight hours to ten while
thing you say when the police arrest also increasing the number of officers
you, Barbrey asked The entire room on duty.
exclaimed, "Lawyer." He also cited the
Barbrey said, "The police depart-

COREY MORRIS

Students gather to talk to the panel after the forum.

ment is bending over backwards to
beef up patrol to make everyone feel
safer. But, they need your help." He
used the lion and gazelle analogy. He
told students not to be the gazelle,
alone on a dark street at night waitingfor the hungry lion.
The next question focused on thè
most interesting part of criminal justice. Rothwell said she interned at a
Georgia prison. She said doing so
made ner realize she didn't want to be
a prison psychologist. Abernathy
commented that his favorite part is
waking up every day and knowing he
is making a difference.
The final question was a crowd favorite and a tense issue on many
campuses nationwide. The panel was
asked if Facebook has benefited society. Rothwell said yes and no. She said
it is good for people who are looking

Photo By : Corey Morris

for friends, but
bad in the sense that it opens up information to just about everyone, including future employers.
Barbrey said he thinks students
should just get rid of their profile all
together if they want to be safe in applying for a job. He cautioned the audience to use discretion with
anything posted on the Internet in
any personal account, including
email.
Abernathy said the problem with
Facebook is its openness. "Privacy,
privacy, privacy? ne said, adding that
an open account gives law enforcement a free view into a person's life.
"All they need next is a search warrant," he said.

Senators Confirmed at SGA Meeting
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
D u r i n g the Tues., Oct. 19 meeting of the Student Government Association (SGA), senators
brought forward complaints and suggestions
from die student body. One senator said a student really wanted the SGA to hold another
meeting outdoors. Another senator brought up
that some students would like to have free
printing in the library again.
Several senators had comments in regards to
the library hours. One senator felt that the library should be open the night before a school
day, even if it's a break. He showed the examples of how the library was closed on Labor Day
and the Tuesday of fall break, even though
there was school the next day. Another senator
agreed, saying the gym was open on both of
those days even though the library wasn't and
she feels that whenever the gym is open the library should be open as well The suggestion of
having the library open from 5 p.m.-midnight

on these days was made.
During President Ben Brittain's executive report, the class meetings with Longwood University President Finnegan were announced.
Finnegan will be meeting with the junior class
on T\ies., Oct. 26, the sophomore class on
Thurs., Oct. 28, and the freshman class on
Hies., Nov. 16."All of these meetings will be at
3:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Brittian also spoke about Senior Class Representative Emily Van Daniker, who also serves
as the Longwood representative for Virginia 21.
She recently got elected as Student Leadership
Chairman for Virginia 21. Almost every college
in the state has a chapter of Virginia 21, and
Van Daniker is now in charge of all of the chapters.
SGA received a letter from CHI recognizing
them for their selfless service. The letter will be
framed and hung in the SGA office in the top
level of the Student Union.
The Association of Computer Machinery received $796.17 during the Student Finance

Committee (SFC) report.
The senate went into closed session to confirm the new senators. The new senators are
Jordan Wood, Donald Knight, Kaylin Minton,
Kevin Bradtke, Anna Rigg, and Ashley Cornell.
Several announcements were made at the end
of the meeting. The "Fall in Love with a Major"
program will be held tonight, Oct. 20 from 7-10
p.m. in Blackwell Hall. This event is designed
to help undeclared students find a major that
fit with them. Longwood has been recognized
in conferences before about this event.
Invasion day will be on Thurs., Oct. 21 from
11 a.m.-2 p.m., and students will be able to get
their flu kits and flu shots. The Red Flag Awareness Walk will be on Fri., Oct. 22 from 3-6 p.m.
on Stubbs Lawn and participants are encouraged to wear a red shirt. Finnegan will be
speaking in Jarman Auditorium on Tues., Nov.
2 at 7 p.m. to celebrate 100 years of student governance and the Honor Code.
The next SGA meeting will be held on Tues.,
Oct. 26 at 3:45 p.m.

Artist Ties Depression-Era Art to Modern Strife
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
L i s a Dorrill, visiting professor from Dickinson College, located in Carlisle, Penn., gave a
presentation on Depression-era art at the Longwood Center for Visual Arts (LCVA) on Tues.,
Oct. 19. The talk is in honor of the LCVA's current exhibition entitled "Seeds of the Past; The
Keith Kissee Collection of American Art from
the 1930s and 1940s." The exhibit is located in
the Bishop and Sully Galleries. The event was
sponsored in part by Shirley Blackwell.
Dorrill, who holds a B.A. from the University
of Virginia, an M.A. from Northwestern University, and Ph.D. from the University of
Kansas, currently serves as assistant professor
of art and art history at Dickinson. Sne began
her discussion of 1930s and 1940s art by saying
it was her "favorite field" of art history.
"I think you can see ... some of the objects
are quite beautiful," she said. Dorrill said some
of the pieces are better than others because
some of the artists during the time were hired
by the government for relief purposes and to
help promote President Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal programs.
Dorrill said artists respond to contemporary
events and hope to lead people to possibly
make a change. She said the issues prevalent
today in society, especially in regard to the economic problems, are along the same lines as the
problems society faced in the 1930s. She commented that today, there is no real portrayal of
the difficulties of life through visual art like
their was in the Depression-era.

She made correlations to problems that have
risen from the most recent economic downturn
in the United States. In the 1930s, roughly 25
percent of the population was unemployed. Almost 1,000 home loans were taken out per day
in 1933, and the number of foreclosures rose
significantly. This brought on homelessness
and migration and inspired such works as the
John Steinbeck novel, The Grapes of Wrath."
Dorrill said she was fortunate enough to interview New Deal artists before their deaths,
and the majority of them credited the alphabet
of programs initiated under the New Deal to
their employment. She explained how Roosevelt's program was beneficial to artists
through four main areas. The first was the Public Works of Art Project (PWAP) where nearly
16,000 prints, paintings, and sculptures were
created by almost 4,000 artists who received
funding.
The Treasury section allowed for bona fide
artists," those who went through a judge in
order to showcase their work, presented a positive view of America while fueling public interest in the arts. The Works Progress
Administration (WPA) was created to help
kickoff four culturalprojects, including the
Federal Art Project. This was a relief program
that provided education for artists. Some
50,000 children and adults took part in weekly
classes. By 1936, a year after its creation, the
project allotted a monthly salary to 5,300 peo-.
pie. Almost 340,000 paintings and prints were a
product of this program.
Lastly, Dorrill spoke on the Farm Security Administration, which was designed to combat

rural poverty. The act also established conservation areas to help suffocate fears of dust
storms and land erosion, a common threat to
the landscape during the era.
"A lot of this art was used for propagandist
purposes for the New Deal," Dorrill stated
when commenting on why the art was tied into
Roosevelt's plan. Photographers were also used
extensively during this era to go into the field
and document real America. Such photos captured the true essence of hardship and depression from those who knew it best.
On the flipside, Dorrill explained how some
artists tended to portray the Utopian side of the
Depression-era. Artists such as Grant Wood focused heavily on regionalism in Iowa. His
paintings were very surreal and over-beautified.
Instead of erosion and dust storms, he showcased rolling hills and abundant crops. "It's
about celebrating real America and the common man," Dorrfll said of Wood's work.
At the same time regionalism came about, social realism, its stark opposite, made a presence.
The focus in social realism, as Dorrill explained, was to highlight the images of poverty
and despair along with labor strife. Dorrill said
the art proposed throughout the era spoke to a
generation.
"Seeds of the Past: The Keith Kissee Collection of American Art from the 1930s and
1940s," will run through Jan. 8,2011. More information can be found on the LCVA's web
age at http://www.longwood.edu/lcva/exiibits.
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Alternate Teaching Approach Focus of Final Fall 2010 Blackwell Talk
COREY MORRIS

News Editor
Monday's Blackwell Talk, which was the
last of the fall 2010 semester, featured Dr.
Rhoten, chair of the chemistry department at
Longwood, who spoke about a new method
of teaching. Rhoten has used an alternate pedagogy of teaching known as Process Oriented
Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL).
The POGIL approach helps students acquire
the skills and content needed not only for cognitive knowledge in the classroom, but for the
skills needed both in the classroom and later
in life. Rhoten explained traditional pedagogy
as "teaching by telling," where knowledge is a
collection of facts that may be retained. She
said sometimes the link isn't made, and students do not retain the information. She said
the POGIL approach helps students understand the lesson, while teaching them how to
work as a team to find an answer.
With POGIL, students are able to teach each
other and the instructor. Rhoten asked, "What
better way to learn something than to teach
it?" Students work in groups of three to four in
the POGIL method and designated a task.
One student acts as the manager, who actively
participates and keeps the team focused on
their task, one acts as the reporter who actively
participates and communicates with the instructor while presenting reports to the class
when necessary, and the remaining member
serves as a recorder who prepares a written reflection and self-assessment report in consultation. The purpose of the different roles is to
have everyone actively participate in the project, while keeping the process organized for
the students and the instructor.

Students are placed in groups at the beginning of the year and are placed in their specific role based on a question such as who lives
the farthest from Farmville or who is the oldest in the group. Rhoten says this diversity
helps the students, most of wno are freshmen,
adapt to college and form social relationships.
To prove how the POGIL approach works,
Rhoten placed the faculty and staff in attendance into groups of three to four and had
them work on an "Atoms, Isotopes, and Ions"
worksheet Members were assigned their roles
and all encouraged to work as a team in order
to answer 11 questions pertaining to the topic.
At the end, she explained how what they had
just done is almost identical to work in the
classroom.
The point of the POGIL workshops, Rhoten
explained, is not just to learn the concepts of
chemistry, but to acquire the "skills that are
important out in the real world." POGIL is
used in CHEM 111/112 (Fundamentals of
Chemistry). The classes, of which there were
six sections in fall 2009 and five this past
spring, were divided into three categories:
"Teaching by Telling," POGIL, and Hybrid
POGIL Prior to signing up for the classes, students had no idea which class they would be
in. However, on the first day, the students in
the POGIL class were briefed on how the class
would be taught differently than lecture-only
sections.
The POGIL class differs from the typical,
lecture-only learning environment by offering
daily quizzes, workshops, a POGIL textbook
and workbook, all while cutting out online
homework The hybrid POGIL class used the
POGIL book but taught in the typical fashion
while requiring online homework assignments.

In-class test data showed there were stark differences in the performance of students after
the first test of the semester. Students in the
POGIL and Hybrid POGIL performed respectively higher than those in lecture-only
classes. While the scores where higher on the
in-class tests, the final exam, which is given
based on American Chemical Society standards, did not show any noticeable differences
from the lecture-only teaching model.
Rhoten said student evaluations at the end of
thefall2009 semester weren't exactly what she
was expecting. Students in the POGIL courses
scored instructor performance lower than
those in the lecture class. Rhoten cited the reason being that students were not presented
with information in the POGIL class the same
way as in lecture-only curriculums. The students did report they Were more satisfied with
their grades in the POGIL class than in the
lecture-only sections however.
Those in attendance noted how students
may not necessarily understand how learning
collaboration skills will pay off right now.
Rhoten said thisfall'sclass doesn't seem as reluctant to the model approach. She also said
that some students in POGIL sections mav
have not felt like their money was being well
spent since a majority of the class revolves
around independent and group learning
rather than instructor teaching.
Longwood's Blackwell Talks will take a hiatus for the remainder of thefall2010 semester,
but will be back for weekly presentations next
semester. Presenters will be selected from a list
of people who did not get to present this semester, as well as instructors who show interest over the winter.

Two Students Chosen for Program Continued
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

She plans to take three or four
mathematics classes revolved
around algebra, the area of
mathematics she wants to go
into at graduate school.
"Studying mathematics is a lot
of fun," said Peoples. "I love
math because it challenges me
every day to think more abstractly."
Peoples explained, "To write
a correct math proof, you really have to understand what
mathematics you are using.
You can't just nave some definitions memorized because
you have to be ready to manipulate that definition and
what you know, sometimes in
some very awkward ways, to
show what it is you need to

show."
Both students had to get
their visas filled out, along
with other paperwork. Travel
plans had to be made as well.
Peoples said the only thing left
to ao is to "come prepared."
The closest thing to the BSM
program Peoples has been involved with was a program
this past summer called the
Carleton College Summer
Mathematics Program for
Women at Carleton College in
Northfield, Minn. She said
there were 18 women involved
in the program from across
the nation. There she took two
math courses in t o p o l o g y knot theory and lie theory.
She learned she'd been accepted through an email Sept.
17 from a professor of mathe-

matics at St. Olaf College in
Minn. Peoples has never Deen
to Hungary and only out of
the country twice. She's looking forward to experience.
"Hungary is going to be an
amazing, once-in-a-lifetime,
opportunity," she said. "I'm
very excited."
The BSM program, which
began in 1985, is described as
offered in both the fall and the
spring. The program features
14 weeks of teacning, plus one
week of exams, with a oneweek midterm break. All
courses are taught in English
and held at the College International campus of the Technical University Budapest.
"I just think it is really neat
that two of us from Longwood
got accepted into this pro-

"Hungary is
going to be an
amazing, oncein-a-lifetime
opportunity.
I m ver^
excited.'
gram for the spring," said
Varhegyi. "It makes me a little
less nervous to know there
will be a familiar face around
town."

NEWS BRIEFLY
Harrington Family
Attend Memorial
Dedication
AP-The parents of slain Virginia Tech student Morgan Harrington,
whose body was found earlier this year after the 20-year-old disappeared
following a Metallica concert at John Paul Jones Arena at the University
of Virginia (UVa), were interviewed on NBC's "Today" show last week,
just days before the Sunday anniversary of Harringtons disappearance.
Dan and Gil Harrington said in an interview the case has not progressed
a great deal since the forensic link was made after her body was found.
The link has been traced to an unidentified suspect sought in a Fairfax
County sexual assault and abduction in 2005. UVa installed a memorial
marker at the Copley Road Bridge, the location where Morgan was last
seen alive Her parents spoke at the dedication of the marker and a documentary called "A Gifttorthe Village," dedicated to theformerVirginia
Tech student, was shown. Gil Harrington said UVa has made progress
with student safety issues, encouraging them to "act together as community to look out for each other."

Scary Situation Aboard Franklin
City School Bus
PETERSBURG, Va.—A school bus driver in the middle of transporting
students to school fell ill and had to be rushed to the hospital Thurs.,
Oct 14 According to WWBT-TV (Richmond, Va.) and a press release
from The Virginia State Police, at 8:22 a.m. Thursday morning, State Police were called to a medical emergency involving a school bus driver on
Interstate 95. The driver was traveling northbound on the highway when
she began to feel ill. The driver then called her supervisor with the City
of Franklin school system to tell him of her current condition and mere
were students on the bus. She then pulled over to the shoulder of the
road and became unresponsive. One of the students on the bus at the
time used the driver's cell phone toreachthe supervisor and alert him to
what had happened to her. The driver was transported by ambulance to
Southside Regional Medical Center in Petersburg. The bus was a City of
Franklin school bus en-route to the Appomattox Governors School.
There were approximately 15 students on board The grades of the students were not released Police said no students were injured All were
transported to the school via a Petersburg bus.

Blacksburg Police Search for
Robbery Suspect
BLACKSBURG, Va—Police in Blacksburg are asking forffiepublic's
help in identifying a man whoreportedlyrobbed someone early Wed,
Oct 13,reportedThe Roanoke Times. Blacksburg authorities were called
to the 100 block of Wharton Street at 3:15 am, accordingtoLt Joe Davis.
A man, who has yet to be named by police,reportedthat a male subject
approached him and demanded money. According to Davis, the suspect
also said he had a weapon. The victim agreed to the suspect's demands
and the suspect ran off with an undisclosed amount of money. A composite sketch of the robber has beenreleasedby police, who are asking
for the public's help in identifying him. The suspect is described as a
black man in his mid- to late 40s, 5-foot-8 to 5-foot-10 tall and weighing
about 140 pounds with a slim build, a dark goatee with some gray hair
on his chin, light-colored spots on the backs of his hands, and a raspy
v o i c e . T h e man was last seen in a gray T-shirt, dark shorts, sneakers and
a woven beanie-type hat. Anyone with information is asked to call
Blacksburg police at 961-1150 or the crimetipline at 961-1819.

Small Business Development Center Consults Businesses
SARAH SCHMADER

Co-Layout Editor
W e d g e d between the Health and Wellness Center and Wynne Drive on Longwood's campus is a small brick building.
This building is known as the Longwood
Small Business Development Center
(SBDC), a service that has existed for over
20 years, but is often neglected by students.
The SBDC provides free consulting to
thousands of new and existing businesses
that are looking to improve and grow. On
their website, their mission statement
reads, "The SBDC at Longwood University provides education, consulting, and
economic research for potential ana existing businesses throughout South-Central
Virginia." With "250 years of combined
experience in business ownership, management, and consulting," and enough
funding to afford to offer free consultations and training, why is it that most students don't even know what goes on there?
Sheri McGuire, the executive director of
Longwood's SBDC network, said the center provides resources for students: "Internships are available each semester. Any
student interested in small business can
apply just like a job interview. Just send a
letter of interest and we'll interview you."
McGuire said an intern would spend time
working with the center in research for
their clients and sometimes with the
clients themselves, aiding them in financial analysis, inventory management, or
whatever the client needs.
McGuire said Longwood does a good
job at making (the SBDC] feel like a part
of the academic community, but she felt as
if ¿here were some places other than the
business department where the SBDC
could "plug in and share more about their
resources.
According to McGuire, the SBDC is a
partnership between Longwood and the
Small Business Administration (SBA),

along with local governments. The SBA
provides a third, Longwood provides a
third, and the community pitches in. This
way they have a stake in the success of the
center's clients. McGuire added, "It's an
economic development outreach of Longwood and we have been pretty strong for
about twenty years."
They provide services ranging from
business planning to intellectual property.
The SBDC actually has other locations
throughout the state, including Petersburg, Danville, South Boston, and Martinsville.
The Longwood SBDC has not only assisted businesses statewide, but also has
some success stories here in Farmville.
McGuire said they helped Sunchase Cinema 8 with their initial business plan.
They have also helped Main Street Lanes,
a local bowling alley that is expanding
again, along witn The Farmer's Daughter's,
located in Rice, Va., and The Sleeping Bee
in downtown Farmville. McGuire said of
the Sleeping Bee, "They moved from a
more secure [permanent] location to
Main Street so tney could catch more traffic."
Jimmy Johnson, owner of the Sleeping
Bee, explained how his business utilized
the SBDC's services, "In order to move up
here [Main Street] we had to get the financing in order to build the building and
all of that. So they helped us with our business plan and we put that together in
order to go to the bank to get the financing." Johnson said that he certainly" recommends the SBDC to other businesses
seeking help in the surrounding areas.
Sophomore business major Snawn Falk
said of the SBDC: "I know that they help
give aid and advice to small businesses
about how to better their business." He
also added that he doesn't hear about
many students using it, that that he
"knows a few people who do know about
it and do use it for internships... It's pretty
much what us business majors will be

doing."
.
Charlotte Solomon is a senior who interns at the SBDC. "What happens is,
small businesses can come in and get help
for free on budgets, business plans, on
how to save a business ... Basically anything small business related as long as
their not part of a corporation they can
come in and get free help on anything they
need." Solomon is a marketing intern and
said she works on "anything that comes
along." Agreeing with Falk, Solomon said
they don't see many students in the development center other than the few who are
employed or interning there.
The SBDC is looking for any help, from
interns to faculty who would be willing to
take part in business research projects.
They re also looking for volunteers on
campus. One of McGuire's goals is for the
merging of different departments on campus to create a more diverse group of business connoisseurs. "I'd love to see a
cross-community involvement with the
arts and sciences and the business school.
That would be a good thing I think to have
happen is to have those two communities
worK together on business ideas."
McGuire also said if there are students
who live near the other SBDC locations
that are looking for summer internships,
these other branches could use interns just
as much as the Farmville location can.
With over 2,000 cumulative hours spent
consulting clients and having created
nearly 420 jobs, the Longwood Small
Business Development Center is an established member of Farmville's commercial
community and doesn't plan on leaving
any time soon.
"Just know we're here," is the message
McGuire sends to Longwood students.
"There are lots of opportunities to work
together and support the business community."

Wetlands Restoration
Project Slated for VCU
Rice Center
RICHMOND, Va.—The Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU)
Rice Center, a neariy-500-acre field station for environmental research
located along the James River, will be home to one of the most significant
; wetlandrestorationson the East Coast According to a pressreleaseby
VCU, a 70-acre artificial lake made in the 1920s usedtoattract ducks for
duck hunters will be drained, and the university will team with The Nature Conservancy to create a blanket of native wetland vegetation in the
area. The newly formed wetlands will hopefullyre-attractblue-black herring and alewife along with American eels. VCU will be paid by the Virginia Aquatic Resources Trust Fund to monitor the development of the
wetland restoration over the next ten years. Director of the VCU Rice
Center, Dr. Leonard Smock; said the project has been three years in the
making. He hopes the research site willflourishas scientists use the area
to its fudl potential

Liberty University's Financial Aid
Office Receives High Marks
LYNCHBURG, Va.—The Liberty University Financial Aid Office had
goodreasonto celebrate Wed, Oct 13 as it was announced that the universityreceiveda 100 percent clean audit on allfinancialaid operations
for the year. A university pressreleasedsaid Goodman and Company,
which said the university was "compliant with federal requirements, conducted the annual audit. Chancellor Jerry Falwell, Jr. called the news "an
amazing accomplishment" and credited the staff in helping students. Executive Director of Financial Aid Rob Ritz congratulated his staff as well.
The office processed $544 million in aid last year; $375 of which was federal funds. The office was redesigned to accommodate the university's
anticipated growth. Staff numbers nearly tripled, going from 51 to 140.
Ritz noted the university is processingfourtofivetimes more money this
year than the amount processed in 2006.
- Newt Brief« compiled by Corey Morrti
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Big Dogs on I Actor, Singer and Writer Performs Own Work at LU
JJ
Campus
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor

JAMIE CLIFT

Asst. Features Editor
T h ere are
many interesting
things
going on here
at Longwood.
Of
course,
there are tons
of
activities
and club meetings on campus every day,
but thats not
what I'm talkFEATURES
ing about. It
COLUMN
seems
like
there's always
something outside to attract everyone's attention, whether it's the guys
who do high kicks and mid-air summersaults on Wheeler lawn, those
le who come sell dresses by the
snt Union, or the amazing Hula
Hoop girl. There are many things that
will make students stop what they are
doing and look for a while, but nothing can better attract the attention and
adoration of a group of Longwood
students than a simple dog.
I never expected to see so many dogs
being walked across campus. I guess
all of the signs urging people to clean
up after dogs should nave been a hint,
but I never thought about it. It's always
a pleasant surprise to see a dog, but
I've never been to a place where people are so interested by and attracted
to our four-legged friends. I know
people who wilTsee a dog fifty yards
away and walk over to talk to the
owner and rub the dog's belly for just
a few seconds.

a

"Lately, I've been asking
myself why exactly
people are so obsessed
with dogs around here.
They're really great, I
have one myselrTbut I've
never been one to walk
about a hundred yards
out of my way to pet a
husky puppy (yes, people
do that).
If the dog is a puppy, this effect is
multiplied. Who doesnt love puppies?
It's like the dog is a magnet and students are helplessly attracted to it.
Lately, I've been asking myself why
exactly people are so obsessed with
dogs around here. They're really great,
I have one myself, but I've never oeen
one to walk aoout a hundred yards out
of my way to pet a husky puppy (yes,
people do that). One reason for this is
probably that most dogs are cute,
friendly, and loveable. But I think the
main reason is that many students
have left their dogs back nome and
miss them very much; some people
seem to miss their dogs more than
their siblings or parents.
It's not like the dogs or owners object to all of the attention that they attract. Most dogs love a good belly rub
or a scratch behind the ears, and the
people who walk their dogs here seem
to love to talk about them. This is
good because a dog walker can expect
to be bombarded with questions about
their pet, ranging from "Aww, he's so
cute! What's his name?" to "I used to
have a dog just like that; it's a Jack Russell, right?" These questions will
sometimes lead to a long and interesting dog conversation, during which a
student talks about how great her own
dog is and the dog's owner beams with
pride as they describe the present dog's
positive qualities.
Everyone wins here. The students
gets to pet the dog, the dog gets attention, and the owner gets gratification
and the assurance tnat their pet is
great
It is like these dogs are some unsung
heroes of Longwood, bringing joy to
students on a daily basis. Its really too
bad we can't thank them. So the next
time you see a dog on campus, you
don't nave to run up and tackle it, but
feel free to walk up and talk to its
owner, and maybe give it some love.
All parties involved will be sure to appreciate it, and nothing can brighten
up your day like a friendly dog.

O n Wed., Oct. 6, spoken word
artist Shanelle Gabriel performed in
Wygal Auditorium to an audience of
spoken word devotees and interested
parties. Highly regarded in her craft,
Gabriel opened and featured in the
sixth season premiere of HBO's "Def
Poetry lam" with Jill Scott and DMX.
She also recorded a televised promotion for the 2007 NFL draft and
worked with rapper Nas in his 2008
album release concert for "The N
word" and rapper Q-Tip in his video
"ManWomanBoogie."
Additionally, she has acted prominently in both the 2006 Nuyorican
Poets Café National Slam Team and
the 2007 Individual World Poetry
Slam Competition. In the past, she has
worked with artists Les'Nubians and
Erick Sermon, and comedians Rob
Stapleton and Michael Blackson.
Born and raised in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
she began to develop her talents in
church and worked as a singer and actress while earning a Bachelor's degree
in Communication Arts with a minor
in Business Management at Utica College. She gained further experience as
a Def Jam college promoter and a
radio personality on WPNR 90.7 FM.
It was also at Utica that she was introduced to the world of poetry and
broke her teeth at open mic nights
with her sorority such as "Alpha Cappuccinos." Shortly after, she Degan to
nang around the Nuyorican Poets
Caife and compete in slams. She said
I
»Us«, f t » , ! A £
she ihas been"
"doing this
[for] 4-5
years."
In summer 2004, another integral
moment of her life came as she was diagnosed with SLE Lupus and became
an advocate for Lupus awareness. Determined that the disease would not
limit her or any other person's success,
she stated, "My battle with Lupus has
been tedious, but God has a plan. That
plan does not include giving up on life.

I want to be a testimony to others that
no matter what, faith and determination can accomplish any goal." She has
since written a poem tiued "Vanity"
on college obligations and her subsequent Lupus contraction and con-,
tributes funds from the sale of her new
song "Crushing Hard" to The Alliance
for Lupus Research.
In her performance, Gabriel is lively,
magnetic, vocal and "silly" as she
would put it. Gabriel said sne demonstrated ner silliness when asked to rap
during a Rhode Island performance,
to which she instantly responded with
a "Coming to America" reference:J*My
name is Peaches and I'm the best." Dialogue with the audience always took
an effortless turn into her poetry and
she used one of these storyteller diversions to perform "A Message to My
Girls," a poem about the negative
trends influencing young women and
ways to counteract them.
Tne next poem was based on a high
school friend whose seeming perfection made Gabriel feel resentment.
She soon discovered that the object of
her envy was both painfully insecure
and regularly abused by her popular
boyfriends. The idea of the poem became a twist on M be careful what you
wish for." A strong stance was also
made against domestic violence and
the belief that anyone can be perfect or
gain anything without a price.
Apart from presumption and the
misuse of relationship, there was the
first budding of affection in a humorous, but deeply human, song "Crushing Hard." Combining the mystery of
initial attraction, a Judy Blume reference, and an age progression from ten
to 25-years-old, Gaoriel proved romantic growth and that crushing
never stops but expectations change.
Following the onset of crushing must
come the inevitable fall of relationship
and Gabriel confirmed it was okay for
relationships to end or be short lived
because or an unlimited human capacity for love. The poem "Possibili-

ties" highlighted love, loss, the personal immersion of being infatuated
and the denial of a failing relationship.
Backing this up, Gabriel had to point
out emotional involvement and sometimes inconsistency in dating along
with the need for a support system regardless of sex.
Then, Gabriel presented a short interlude of haikus: "Michael Jackson,"
and "Me at 15," and the new spoken
word selection "Sorority Secrets Revealed," whose theme of sorority life
underlay a warning against division
and the nurt that it can give. The next
poem seemed a return to a close relationship but through the avenue of
lust
Gabriel told her audience members
to each envision one person, not in the
media, whom they lusted after. She
used the atmosphere for'her narrative
poem about a passionate tryst, and the
discovery of an sexually transmitted
infection (STI). She said that America
had become mostly a "birth control
society" but that there is "more to
worry about," prompting her belief in
monogamy or celibacy in the face of
STIs and the incomplete protection of
condoms. To sum everything up
Gabriel said, "There is nothing sexier
than a clean bill of health."
The theme that came next was about
the existence of true love or "deep like"
in "Why I Love You." In a comical
turn, the poet listed disliked habits and
concluded with the idea of loving in
spite of faults. The poet believed that
tnis was the meaning of love and that
flaws were good.
"My Sista was the last poem in her
program about a fast-living and highly
sexual younger sister. The danger of
gossip and the willingness to see one's
self in younger people and especially
in younger siblings were potent ideas
in My Sista" ana culminated in the
note tnat "no one is better than any
other."
All along, the brand of performance
was thoroughly dynamic with cultural

references both spoken and acted out.
Lines like "keep your heads up and
your skirts down burst open clichés
and brought on reality without vulgarity. Others like "excuses are the
tools of the incompetent" and to be
"Your tone, pitch and key when you
sing" brought a vein of tender truth
and pain in her denial of a growing
Lupus contraction and the growing
rift with a former partner.
Gabriel followed up her performance
by talldng one on one with the audience and playfully demanding a hug of
everyone to mark warm informality.
Gabriel took a mailing list of the audience and asked for one fun thing per
person to do at Longwood University.
She explained her career started during the beginning of her involvement
in college and the Nuyorican. As an
artist, it requires sharing yourself and
regarded art as an extension of you
where one shouldn't be afraid to be
themselves.
In both instances, Gabriel could be
inspired by her quote from Paulo
Coelho's The Alchemist," which
stated, "When a person really desires
something, all the universe conspires
to help tnat person to realize his
dream. She professed to believe it and
said that when someone is truly involved and passionate, things do simply come their way.
If interested in Gabriel and her work,
be sure to visit her website at www.
shanellegabrielle.com and her Twitter
Shanelle G. Her talent can be found on
YouTube and her new CD can be purchased on iTunes or Amazon.
No matter which way she is seen, or
even if the audience is not familiar
with spoken word, Gabriel should be
approached with an open mind and
intent to enjoy.
Here is a link to Gabriel's response
about her experience at Longwood:
http://www.snanellegabriel.com/blog/
2010/10/6/5-reasons-whylongwood-university-is-fty.html.

Lip Sync: Sigma Sigma Sigma and Theta Chi Win
«

BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
E a c h semester the Greek
community hosts Lip Sync,
an event that allows for audiences to fuse efforts and interests through musical skits and
dance performances. This
year, the newly-renovated Jarman Auditorium swarmed
with Greek members and
Longwood students while the
sororities and fraternities battled on stage Tues., Oct. 19.
Not only is Lip Sync an opportunity for Greeks to flaunt
their new members, but it is a
fun way to showcase mobility,
choreography abilities, and
singing skills. Screams of excitement were heard all
around as each sorority and
fraternity made sure to embellish their sacred songs and
themes pertaining to their
Greek organization.

sororities and fraternities
were placed into six different
categories. Kappa
Delta
sorority took home the "Best
Dressed" award for parading
around in their Baybee
themed matching outfits of
black tights, high socks, white
T-shirts, ribbons, and different-colored shorts.
The next award went to
Delta Zeta sorority for "Best
Dance" and was truly deserved as they coordinated
their moves on point at the
turn of each song. They all
wore pink or black T-shirts,
black tights, and glided with
music such as "Single Ladies"
by Beyonce, the new pop song
"Ridin' Solo" by Jason Derulo,
and many more.
Sigma Sigma Sigma took
home two awards at the end
of the evening, the first being
"Best Music" as they went to
dance-war with each other in

tine. These women strutted
the stage wearing the popular
Britney Spears school-girl
outfit and performed some of
her songs, as well as Backstreet Boys and *N'Sync; two
very famous all-male groups
from that decade.
The next sent honor titled
"Most Pan-Hellenic" was
awarded to Sigma Nu fraternity for being most uniting of
their brothers and the Greek
community in general. Their
stage presence flowed well
throughout their entire dance
routine themed "Gettin'
Steezy." The skit seemed well
rehearsed and the dancers
were all in sync as they
"walked it out" to the famous
song by UNK. One member
executed an impressive gyration-like dance to a teennobased song and had the
audience shouting in amazement. They also poked fun at
railiKr TV cVinurc
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through their "Jersey Shore"
impersonations, and ended
their performance all singing
"That Was a Crazy Game of
Poker," by O.A.R.
The last two and most anticipated awards for "Best Overall
Performance"
were
assigned to Theta Chi fraternity and Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority. Theta Cni had the
crowd in hysterics and cheering, as the brothers danced
concurrently to familiar pop
songs. As mentioned earlier,
Sigma Sigma Sigma had an
interesting theme of the 90s
and stole the overall femaleshow with their artistic skit.
The last event of the night
was a step performance Dy
members of different historically black Greek organizations on campus. Rather than
blasting music as a means for
rhythm, these individuals created beats and chants with
th<»ir voirPS and bodv parts

kA/*k
ATAII1
about ieach
Greek group.
Members stomped in nonor
of Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha
Phi Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta,
Zeta Pni Beta, Sigma Gamma
Rho, and Phi Beta Sigma.
After each sorority and fraternity performed on stage,
the crowd roared with loud
applause and appreciation for
every group's effort. There was
a sense of camaraderie that
filled the room and was made
evident as all participants
supported each organization.
Although recognition was not
awarded to all, each sorority
and fraternity held a big part
in the school's historical and
semester event. This year's Lip
Sync was an overall success
and once more united the
brothers and sisters of Greek
life within the Longwood
community.
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T h i s week I would like to discuss the subject of the career vs. family issue. In particular, I want to discuss a study
I came across on AOL News. According to a recent study
done by the Pew Research Center, one in five women of
childbearing age (roughly 40-years-old) opt not to have
a *
children.
I will mention that I am nowhere near the childbearing
years" (well, I guess I am biologically). Therefore, this study
doesn't directly affect me yet but I do find it to be quite in- ADVICE COLUMN
teresting.
.
The study found three main reasons for this change in
women's titles or roles in society. The first reason was a recent trend in delayed marriage as well as delayed childbearing. And if you do the
math it actually makes sense. Graduate from high school at 18, spend four years
in college and graduate at 22, perhaps a couple years in grad school while overachieving your way to obtaining a Master s. By the time you finish your education
you're 24 and then it's just time to start moving up in your career. And education
and your career is at least something you can plan. Falling in love and getting
married... not so much.
. . . .
^ .
. ..J
The second reason pointed to the diminished social pressure to have children.
Having children used to be just the thing you did after marriage. Married with
kids seemed to be some sort of predestined job description for women in years
past Now, however, birth control and the Women's Rights Movement have
prompted a great deal of options and control for women. Our destiny is now in
our hands. You don't necessarily have to have kids. It's now becoming an option
for those who choose to do so, and when they choose to do so.
The study also found there are now expanded job opportunities for women.

i
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Women used to so to school to get their "M-R-S degree," but now goingjo colauuui muen
...uv.iimore than finding a man to marry. Women are more focused
lege 1»
is about
on gaining an education and more centered qn reaching their goals.
"intheencl, it only matters that every woman is happy with her decision. Women
are finding that those without kids are not more depressed" and have a i
logical well-being just as high as those with children. You just have to make a decision that best fits you, whether it's putting off the soccer mom thing or avoiding
it altogether!
Celebrities Without Children
1. Jennifer Aniston
„
. . . r u t
j
2. Kylie Minogue - She told German Vogue, I never had the feeling I was made
for a conventional marriage with a house in the suburbs."
3. Jessica Biel
4. Kim Cattrall
,
_ .
5. Oprah Winfrey - Winfrey and partner Stedman Graham have been together
since 1986, but Winfrey says that her children are her students at South Africa»
Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls. She told Extra TV, I never had
children, never even thought I would have children. Now I have 152 daughters;
expecting 75 more next year. That is some type of gestation period!"
6. Winona Ryder
7. Helen Mirren
.
. . . ....
t J
8. Renee Zellweger - "Motherhood has never been an ambition. I don t think like
that," Zellweger told David Letterman during an appearance on The Late Show.
.
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10 Rachae" Ray-Celebrity Chef Rachael Ray told People she and husband John
Cusimano aren't ready for kids, saying, "I don't have time. I work too much to be
a n aippropriate parent. I feel like a bad mom to my dog some days because I m just
l l t l l lhere
i t I t enough.
IUUUU1. I
• just feel like I
• would do
— a bad J job
J took thetimeU)
J
,
,
if I actually
not
literally give birth to a kid right now and try and juggle everything I m doing.
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Alumnus William Dunn Speaks at Sankofa Lecture
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Longwood alumnus William Dunn
spoke in Hull's Orr Auditorium on
Thurs., Oct. 19 as part of the Sankofa
Lecture series. An audience of students, staff and honored guests collected to hear his topic "How You Can
Change Your Community."
Dunn acts as the faculty director of
a community center and board member of several community non-profits
such as Lifting As We Climb Foundation and White Oak Youth & Sports
Association. He has also been involved
with charitable organizations for military personnel and their children, including the Adopt-A-Soldier program,
work shopped in Europe with People
to People Ambassadors and lectured
at jails, sports camps, and schools nationwide. Dunn is also the author of
"Broken Wings," a book of poetry.
As the second chapter of the Sankofa
Lectures began, Mistress of Ceremonies Dr. Susan Lynch ushered in
the event and introduced Dean of the
College for Education and Human
Services Dr. Deneese Jones. Dean
Jones spoke briefly on notable persons
and supporters in the audience and
about her brainchild, Sankofa, derived
from the Akan Ghanaian proverb, "It
is not wrong to go back for that which
you have forgotten" and the Adinkra

symbol of a bird turning around and
taking an egg from its back. Following
Jones was Professor of Therapeutic
Recreation Dr. Rena Koesler, who introduced her former student and the
event speaker William Dunn.
Known in his youth as "Billy" and in
professional adulthood as "Dunn," the
speaker delivered what was described
as "a Clarion call" that "ordinary p»eo
pie can do extraordinary things." A
1991 Longwood graduate, majoring in
Therapeutic Recreation, Dunn found
his major while basketball team captain. Entering Longwood on transfer
from a community college and sports
scholarship, Dunn spent two years at
Longwood, went to serve on the Iraqi
front from 2002-2003 and became involved in his career and community
assistance.
That night he was dressed in a black
vest and pants with a pink dress shirt
.for Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
Springboarding off the topic, he mentioned his childnood between Virginia
and New York City, while making
congratulations through a tribute presented to Barbara Streisand. Wnen
asked about her feelings concerning
the tribute and her career success,
Streisand stated that "heart speaks to
heart." Dunn said Dr. Jones spoke to
his heart and initiated an icebreaker
riddle describing a homerun. A student in the audience, Andrew Kip-

penhan, answered correctly and the
topic of "learning to speak with the
youth of tomorrow" was introduced.
Dunn argued that what the youth of
today see is violent crimes, murder,
aggravated assault, and rape every few
seconds. F<pur million individuals are
also currently on probation and there
are 24,000 active gangs. He brought
the issues home and took audience
members back to being teenagers by
asking questions about favorite clothes
and tilings that changed their lives.
Generational differences were pointed
out for the large range of represented
age demographics.
The oldest were the Traditionalists
born between 1900 and 1946, followed
by Baby Boomers from 1946-1964,
Gen. Xers from 1965-1980, and Millennials from 1981-1999. Each generation also had its own specific ethic
from the Traditionalists procedural
chain of command and Boomers' idealistic change of command to the Gen.
Xers' individualist self-command, and
the Millennial' suggestive realistic
command. These changed ideologies
were placed squarely on the backs of
educators, therapists, teachers, social
workers, and counselors as the title
"you are what they become."
Dunn changed pace with the story
of returning veteran, phoning his parents from the west coast to bring home
an amputee friend in need of help. His

The Black Column:
A Tale of Two Artists

mother is hesitant and asks if there's
anyone else. The veteran speaks with
his father, who states that everything

"A 1991 Longwood graduate, majoring in Therapeutic Recreation, William
Dunn found his major
while basketball team captain."
will be figured out when the veteran
returns home. Later, they are notified
of their son's death. They arrive at the
coroner's and, identifying the body,
find that their son was referring to
himself in the conversation, was an
amputee, and committed suicide for
perceived rejection.
The story's moral was "tomorrow is
not promised" and on the uncertainty
of situations. Due to unpredictability, a
person, especially a child, cannot be
expected to know skills beforehand.
Children's behavior can also be explained by situation and environment.
But nurture is not inescapable, Dunn
reasoned, stereotypes and determinations by class are far from certain.
One example is Dunn's mother
Marva Jo Dunn, a graduate of Randolph-Macon Women's College,
whose Sociology / Anthropology de-

gree enabled a-career working with,
domestic violence and sexual abuse
clients. Marva, a loving and supportive mother, had her eldest child while
still in high school, followed closely by
four siblings, and later an adopted
child. She related sending her sons information to Dr. Jones for the Sankofa
opportunity and the history of her son
at the school including a record for
three point shot in one game. As a
child, she described Dunn as a "fixer"
who wanted everyone happy and
smooth out situations.
His mediator's spirit came out as
Dunn asked for questions. When
asked what someone could do to
change their community he said to
volunteer and graciously gave his definition of community. Also interesting
was the story of his adoption by an
New Mexico elementary school class.
His insights into the accepting nature
of the Millenials, a growing number of
juvenile sex offenses, the uncertain
ground of calling children "at risk* and
the importance of working with them.
To close out the night, he was given a
gift by Dean Jones, sharing his time
with attendees eager to congratulate
and talk with the man of the hour.

Longwood Look: Slouchy
Syndrome
A M Y JACKSON AND JENNI SCHWEITZER

Rotunda Reporters
of crowds, especially outdoor events—those
are always the best.
Q: Since your first album, how have you
evolved?
A: I know this album is going to show a lot
more growth musically, production wise,
and vocally.

ROBERTA COILIF.R
& LATOYA MILLER

Rotmuhi Reporters
A s Charles Dickens said, "It was the best
of times it was the Worst of times." A couple
weeks ago, this famous line truly depicted
the scene of a university torn, when a few
Longwood students and faculty members
reached the consensus to remove Three 6
Mafia from the lineup of Oktoberfest performers. We cannot speak for all of the
African-Americans on campus, but Latoya
and 1 were definitely sad at the thought of
having an Oktoberfest that did not showcase
any artists we were familiar with.
However, when Vice President of Sjudent
Affairs I)r. Tim Pierson announced that
R&B singer Jeremih was coming on Sat.,
Oct. 2 for Oktoberfest, we were ecstatic. We
were determined to interview him, despite
our setbacks, and the same rang true for me
when I heard that Def Poet and singer
¡Shanelle Gabriel would be coming back to
the town on Wed., Oct. 6.
I know you all are wondering what these
two artist nave in common. Well, they both
worked in radio. Shanelle was a Def |am
College promoter and she was on HBO's Def
Poetry Jam. Jeremih is signed to the Del Jam
label, so they both have an affiliation to Def
Jam. I hate to state the obvious, but both
artists sing. They were born in the summertime. Both artists are in their early twenties.
Six Quick Questions with Jeremih
Q: How did you get your start in the music
industry?
A: Producing, writing, eventually singing
what I wrote, from radio and then Def Jam.
Q: Who did you produce and write tor?
A: Myself, for the longest time I was just
producing a lot of my own records, and I
wtis just tired of just hearing the beats, so 1
started writing them. Most of my rhymes
were raps, then I turned those raps into
songs.
Q: Can you describe yourself in three
words?
A: Charismatic, over-achiever, multi •instrumentalist.
Q: How did you like the l ongwood atmosphere?
A: I loved it. The crowd was a great crowd,
even though some records probably weren't,
as huge out here, or they didn't get the
•. album, but they were still rocking with me,
and I alwavs love performing for those tvpes

Q: Is then; anything else you would like to
add?
A: "All About You," my new album, is in
stores now. My first single is "I Like," make
sure y'all request that... the album is the gist
of me as an artist.
Six Quick Questions with Shanelle Gabriel
Q: Can you describe yourself in three
words?
A: Friendly, open, and sincere:
Q: What is your greatest influence for poetry writing?
A:. Life, otner people, other artists, I'm just
inspired by the way the world works and the
way we are all connected by the same experiences. Everybody, no matter where you're
from, goes through the same thing, and I
think tnat's just dope.
Q: How did you know you enjoyed poetry
enough to make it a career?"
A: By doing it, it just fell into place in a sense.
When you really love doing something,
there is a good chance you might want to do
it for a living.
Q: Who is your favorite classic poet?
A: Langston Hughes, Emily Dickinson and
Maya Angelou.
Q: 1 low did you like performing at Longwood?
A: It was great. With the students here, the
energy was just in the room. Everybody was
with me; I didat feel like I was fighting anyone. It just flowed. 1 like the fact that I got to
do a new poem for once.
Q: Would you like to add anything else?
A: ShanelleGabriel.com,
twiUer.com/ShanelleCi,
racebnok.com/ShanelleCiabriel, love y'all.
Muah!
Both Jeremih and Gabriel have new material. which was performed on our campus.
In our tenure at Longwood it has been rare
. that an African- American artist has been
relevant and/or in high demand for students, as well as had new material to perform. If has also been unusual tor two
notable African-American artists to com? to
the campus in such a small time frame. So,
thank you to Jeremih and Gabriel for coming and giving great performances. Also, we
would like to thank our fellow students, but
more specifically Mortar Board and Lancer
productions for providing these two acts for
our enjoyment.
•

T h a t crisp, cool air has finally reached Farmville.
We are pleased to report an increase in cute boots
and funky scarves. We're also seeing lot|. of hoodies
slatfcer^wjtKVhooTmsfgnia. "We're not saying that
schWJrpflde gquiflslftd fashion decisions, bufthere
are other ways to stay warm and represent your
school and self.
We're excited to see Longwood stickers on vehicles, or people wearing rich, cool blue tops at basketball games. If you re an athlete, we definitely
understand - it is part of your curriculum. However, when you get ready to leave in the morning and
you grab that light gray hoodie out of habit, it snows
that you aren't thinking about how to dress your
body. That's why we're nere, providing you with a
few fashion friendly facts.
Comfort and style can coexist. One of the most
notorious myths about clothing associates beauty
with pain. Not true! In fact, -many of our closest
friends maintain great style and they don't return to
their apartments to change clothes in the middle of
the day. There are pieces you can build into your
wardrobe that look fancier and feel comfortable.
They're no-brainers, like substituting a cardigan for
a shapeless, lumpy hoodie, or skirts and slacks instead of that same pair of light-wash jeans.
Jenni espetially likes to pair pinstriped slacks with
casual graphic tees and feminine accessories, such
as a dainty charm bracelet or a feathered hair Din.
This look is simple enough to wear to an early class,
yet nice enough to wear in a situation that requires
shaking hands. This experience is the training
ground for your future professional life, so you
should think about it frequently. You never know
who you will run into. Have you ever thought "I
wish I looked better today?" The truth is that you
might as well. It could be as simple as that cute guy
in your 9 a.m. lecture class or as crucial as meeting
a future employer at the job fair.
Footwear feats. It amazes us how many people
wear decent outfits with huge sneakers. We're talking about those chunky rubber New Balance shoes,
or really any athletic shoes that are all white. "But I
have flat feet!" So does Amy. It's time for you to follow in her footsteps with boots, pointy-toe flats, and
wicked heels. However, if you find yourself highstepping like a Mouseketeer, you should reconsider
those eight-inch heels. How do we prepare ourselves?
Sometimes we have a glass of wine and walk
around our apartments, just to make sure we can do
it at a less inebriated time. More often we don't purchase shoes unless they have certain walkable characteristics. We try to make sure most of our fancier
footwear has platform soles, and Amy prefers coneshaped heels to stick-like stilts. The sole lessens the
pressure of gravity on the balls of your feet, and the
wider heel gives you better control of your movement. Both of these make for wearable, comfortable
heels. We know, it must be witchcraft. Stilettos may
be stylish, but if you're barely able to walk, it wont
matter.
To sum it all up, looking great in the colder climate
isn't that hard to do! You needn't substitute your personal style and flair for comfort (or warmth). You
can easily look just as hot in the fall as you do in the
summer. Just with a little more clothing, of course.
For more inspiration, tips, and tricks visit us at longwoodlook.blogspot.com.

A few wardrobe suggestions for the Fall season.
Photos 1-3 Courtesy: Morajtoyogm
Photo 4 Courtesy: e o m a t n - m a n ^ a m M
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Kidd and Kinzer Take to Wygal's Stage Thursday Night
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
O n Thurs., Oct. 7, Longwood's Lisa Kinzer
and former Hampden-Sydney Berger Professor
of Music James Kidd performed a duo piano concert playing the works of Mozart, Brahms,
Clementi, Benjamin and Gershwin.
In their first full concert as a duo piano team,
the two music professors drew upon long careers
in professional and academic worlds. Kidd had
worked as a pianist for the Ralph Shapey's Contemporary Chamber Players while completing
doctorial work at University of Chicago. He'd also
performed in the Delaware Trio for 21 years and
had been a frequent highlight at the HampdenSydney Music Festival. Due to an interest in Hungarian music, Kidd has studied the Magyar
bagpipe and the peasant flute. He has published
numerous scholarly articles on music.
Kinzer has been faculty at Longwood University
for 14 years and received the 2009 Maude Glenn
Raiford Award for excellence in teaching. She
holds degrees from the University of North Carolina School of Arts, Louisiana State University,
and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Her past performance schedules have included solo recitals, lecture recitals, master
classes, numerous collaborative programs, serving as vocal coach accompanist for the Opera festival di Roma in Italy, and teaching regularly at
UNC-G's Summer Music Program.
Also behind the concert are twenty years of
friendship between the Kinzer and Kida families.
Kinzer was once the piano teacher for Kidd's two
children and occasionally played with him in informal duets, making it easy to agree on collabo-

ration after his retirement. Meeting regularly over
the summer, they read through piano duet and
duo literature, deciding upon a concert of some
selected favorites for piano.
The program itself materialized in August and
they since met weekly and practiced individually
to prepare for the big day. Looking to vary their
music styles and yet still appeal to themselves and
the audience, Kiad and Kinzer ran through pieces
with a test audience of piano students, some of
whom turned pages in scores as they were played
and offered a reception after the concert.
When asked why it is important to have these
programs at Longwood, Kinzer answered, "People derive great joy from music. [Kidd] and I love
working together and love sharing what we have
learnedwith others. I feel as if I am keeping an
important artistic tradition alive by presenting
the works of great composers to audiences, especially to students."
The night of the concert, Wygal's Molnar Recital
Hall was stocked with both students and older
patrons as programs quickly ran out. All of them
were poised for an exemplary performance and
attended to the ceremonial rites of classical music
connecting both audience and musician. Kidd
and Kinzer were greeted by applause as they went
on stage, taking a seat next to each other at the
left hand piano.
Kinzer had razor-straight posture and was
highly attentive and dressed ih a silken gown that
shifted with her movement from violet to green.
Kidd was an expectedly older gentleman with
gray curls and a slight monastic balding on his
crown. He was dressed in a standard tuxedo and
moved softly and intuitively. Despite their differing styles, the two pianists were a good team that

matched each other faultlessly.
The first, single piano piece was "Mozart's Overture to Cosi fantutu" and acted as a fast-paced,
energetic opener to a linear flow of works. For the
first time, tney leave the stage and return with individual student assistants for their separate pianos. With Kidd on the left and Kinzer on the
right, they completed "Variation on a theme by
Hayden, Opp. 566" and the highly flexible "Sonata
in B. flat for two pianos, Op. 12" by Clementi.
Shifting between Allegro assai or 'quite fast,"
Larghetto espressivo or "rather broadly and expressively," and Presto or "very fast," the piece followed intermission when the audience sat about
stunned or commenting or waiting with the importance of their role.
The performance's following chapter was a great
and welcome departure to modernity, but neld
enough distance to avoid everyone's toes and living musicians. The focus in these two expansive
pieces was on New World classics and all the
source material that comes with them. The first
work after Clementi was Benjamin's "Jamaicalypso", described on paper as a Jamaican Rumba.
The Rumba called heavily on Caribbean and
largely non-European music, making its sound
ana sense of direction largely distinct from the
German and Italian lexicons in each strong rise
and fall. The "final piece went north for its inspiration and would be instantly familiar to students
of classical music, the 20th century, jazz, and the
. popular songs of America. "Porgy and Bess; Fantasy for Two Pianos" was arranged by Percy
Granger from Gershwin's opera. Songs such
"Summertime" and "It Ain't Necessarily So" were
grafted together with unifying elements of syncopation, highly compatible melodies, dissonance

Red Flag Campaign Promotes
Healthy Relationships
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
" H e makes me think I'm fat and stupid and no
one else would want me." "She doesn't let me hang
out with friends. She says she should be enough.
"He said if I really loved him I'd have sex with
him." These are just a couple of examples of red
flags in relationships, and campuses all over the
country are fighting back to raise awareness.
"Longwood University has been accepted as a
partner campus for the second year in a row by the
Virnini-i Sexual
CavhoIand
an ADomestic
DnmpetirViolence
Vinlf»nrpAction
ActinnAlAlVirginia
liance (Action Alliance). Though every college
and university is being given the campaign this
year, Longwood was awarded the campaign as
1
'
• •became a reality andJ
partner campus •before
this
we are very thankful for the support of the Action
Alliance," explained Wellness Coordinator, Sasha
Gregory.
According to
ALWIUIII)}
IUtheir
Uldl web
nvu site,
«IV,The
i i i vRed
^ v »Flag
. . ^ ^Cam
«...
paign is a public awareness campaign designed to
address dating violence and promote the prevention of dating violence on college campuses. The
campaign
wasA. created
using* a— 1«>AM/Iat
bystander
inter_<•_ "
- AM/4 o f K A
vention
strategy,
encouraging
friends and
other
campus community members to "say something"
when they see warning signs ("red flags") for dating violence in a friend's relationship. The campaign posters reflect racially and ethnically diverse
models, and illustrate both heterosexual and
same-sex relationships.
Longwood had the poster campaign on campus
last year, but this year they have added an awareness walk to help spread the word about this issue.
The Red Flag Campaign Awareness Walk will be
on Fri., Oct. 22 at 3 p.m. on Stubbs Lawn. The
walk is open to everyone, and it costs nothing to
participate. On-site registration starts at 3 p.m. on
Stubbs lawn and donations for Madelines House
are encouraged. They are in need of toiletries but
all donations will be accepted.
The welcoming will be given around 3:10 p. m.,
and Walk Coordinator Abigail Phillips and Gre-

gory will be speaking. Two student survivors of
sexual and domestic abuse, Ariana Scott and Sara
Jett, will also be speaking. After that there will be
a performance by the Belly Dancing club, and a
representative from Madeline's House will speak.
The accessible walk will be a similar route to the
Alzheimer's walk, looping around the campus and
by the Moton Museum, and coming out across
Brock Commons to end at Stubbs lawn. The event
will end with closing statements and a hooping
performance by Ashley Russell.
The domestic violence incident at University of
Virginia
(UVa) this past year concerning
. ..0
„ two
v-—, — r — ,
lacrosse players gave way for Virginia Gov. McDonnell to allocate state funds directly to the Virginia Sexual and Domestic Action Alliance so that
the campaign materials could be sent to all colleges and universities in Virginia, Philips explained.
Gregory explained that there are several things
most witnessed on campus
to this type
-r— in regards
70
/»
of violence: Emotional abuse, jealousy, stalking,
sexual assault, victim blaming, isolation and coercion. She explained that the campaign is to eduand help prevent sexual and domestic
cate
violence, and encouragé healthy relationships.
"If you see someone being abused, you tend to
not say anything and just be quiet and we think
'it's not our business' but it is our place," says Gregory. The posters and website were created to
show examples of red flags and give suggestions of
what someone should say if they witness the violence. The walk also helps raise awareness and get
the word out.
*
"This walk is important to me because, while
being dedicated to my internship at Action Alliance, I knew I wanted to make a difference and
help victims and survivors of sexual and domestic
violence. As well as, I have friends who are victims
or survivors of sexual and domestic abuse and this
has motivated me to take steps in creating more
awareness for healthy relationships," Phillips
added.

and effective transition.
The program left its audience a reception that,
if only for the brownies, felt more personal than
many a Longwood cheese and fruits. Most of the
audience stuck around to funnel in or make conversation, amongst them was Psychology major
Eric Engel. A pianist himself, Engel had a specific
insight into the Kinzer and Kidd concert. He considered it "amazing to see the culmination of all
that skill that takes years of your life." He added
that it was "good to see something tangible/audible come out of that hard work."
Engel paid special attention to "the way they
move their fingers [because it] effects the sound"
even while they were playing "some of the better
pianos out there." He believed that "Variation on
a Theme by Hayden" was originally a symphonic
piece that had been translated into piano and
cited the key element of cooperation. The two
performers nad to maintain coordination with
their ears only and had really no way to memorize whole pieces but to "go with their guts" and
compensate for each other with full stops or by
slowing down.
At the end of the night, there must have been a
good deal of fatigue, satisfaction and joking. Having played, planned, and finished together, Kinzer
ana Kidd had the accomplishment of closing a
small footnote in their lives. The audience too
had the accomplishment of joining and enjoying
a highlight of tneir fall nights.
It goes without explanation that the greatness
of the finale goes to Kinzer, Kidd, their assistants
in the music department, and the listening multitude and Kevyn Arthur, who is thanked for introducing the pieces.

Social Activist Artist Speaks
to Students
work."
After this brief introduction, the artist herself
took command of the audience. The lights were
dimmed and a PowerPoint presentation began.
The presentation began rather lightheartedly,
with pictures of Coe's house, a small and colorful "snack" made of recycled materials, and her
rescued pit bulls. Coe described how happy she
was to be able to live her life as an artist, e x - '
plaining that it is the happiest and most fulfilling lifestyle she could tnink of. "Where there
are other artists," she said, "I am always among
friends."
Then, the subject matter took on a more serious tone. As Coe began to show the audience
her work, and the places she had been for its
sake, the level of activism involved became
highly apparent. Graphic paintings of slaughterhouses, photographs of factory farms, and
curtesy: p e a l
sketches of electrocuted elephants brought
obvious emotional reactions from the listenThis was one of the featured pieces of work by artist
ers as Coe described her quest to "expose
and activist Sue Coe.
contradiction" in society.
Through her work, Coe strives to show variJAMIE CLIFT
ous types of injustice to the world, and tries inAsst. Features Editor
spiring people to do something about it. She
said, "I am currently working on factory farmT h e long walk to Bedford was especially ing and elephants," t>ut in the past she has done
cold on the night of Tues., Oct. 5, but the various other subjects, including the American
weather didn't stop the many Longwood stu- prison system.
dents and facuhy( mostly art majors and proThis presentation definitely left an impression
fessors) from packing into a lecture room to see on those attending. "It was very somber," said
a presentation by artist and activist, Sue Coe.
art major and Longwood Freshman Ashton
Coe was introduced by Kelly Nelson, who Funkhouser. "There were really powerful imlisted her credentials and gave a brief descrip- ages that grabbed the audience's attention."
tion of the work she does. Coe's work has been Whether Coe actually inspired students to
featured in The New York Times, Time Maga- change their meat-eating ways is questionable,
zine, and countless other places. However, Nel- but tne presentation was definitely unforgetson said that Coe is not only an artist, but a table.
"social justice journalist." Nelson noted that
Coe's personality "is just as strong as her art-

LU Fraternity and Sorority Hold Second Annual Cornhole Tournament
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
O n Thurs., Oct. 21, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity and Sigma
Sigma Sigma Sorority willhost a Cornhole tournament to raise
money for their individual philanthropies: YouthAIDS and The
Robbie Page Memorial Fund. Each day until the game, both organizations will hold sign-up lists in the dining hall during lunch
and dinner times for interested individuals to activate their teams.
It costs five dollars per team and all proceeds will go toward the
mentioned charities. There will be a cash prize for the top three
winners of the tournament: first place will get a $50 gift card, second place will receive $30, and third will receive $15. All Longwood students are encouraged to participate.
Scott Hull, vice president of recruitment for Sigma Phi Epsilon
and junior chemistry major, explained more about the philanthropies. According to Hull, YouthAIDS is a multi-million dollar organization that has grown since it was first founded in 2001. He
said more than 33 million people are known to have HIV or AIDS.
Due to this increase of individuals, Hull noted, "YouthAIDS partnered with Population Services International to provide educational programs, products, and services to 600 million young
people worldwide between the ages of 15 and 24." Hull stated that
the fraternity has chosen this charity as a way to "not only educate
and protect those who are not affected, but also to care for those
that are affected."
Joe Brown, president of the IFC for Sigma Phi Epsilon and senior business marketing major, said that YouthAIDS is Sigma Phi
Epsilon's national philanthropy and therefore all 241 chapters have

the same charitable duty. Brown noted, "We haven't done a lot of
past events here at Longwood for (YouthAIDS], last year's tournament was our first."
Sigma Sigma Sigma on the other hand, will be raising money for
the Robbie Page Memorial fund, one of their sorority's largest charitable ventures. The fundraiser was adopted in 1954 to spread
awareness for Polio after the son of the sorority's national president
died from the disease in 1951.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Sigma Sigma have been the cosponsors of the Cornhole Tournament since it was introduced last
year. According to Hull, the combined force fundraiser "will probably be an annual event for years to come."
Hull said that last year the tournament had a much larger turnout
than they had anticipated and added, "We had no idea now many
people were going to sign up and were surprised byjthe amount
that did. It made the event tnat much more exciting!" Hull could
not remember the total number of participants last year but noted
that the game lasted from 3 p.m. until 8:30 p.m., "so you can imagine the amount of people that signed up," ne stated.
Brown added, "Last year, we brought out big speakers to get the
atmosphere right, and people came out to watch. It started to turn
dark when the tournament was still going on, so we scheduled it
this year to end during daylight to avoid darkness and cold." He
said that those running the show are expecting "double the attendance from last year, and hope to make this event even bigger and
better each year.
For those who are not aware, the game of Cornhole consists of
two elevated boards, two teams, four beanbags, and four people.
Each board has a hole in the middle and botn are placed at a re-

spectable length apart from one another. Opponents toss their bags
into the hole for tnree points or gain two points if the bag lands on
the board's surface. Zero points are obtained for missing the board
altogether.
"There is a catch," Hull stated, in that "every point you score, the
opponent is capable of taking that point away." In order to complete this task, one must make a beanbag land on the board or go
into the hole following the opponent's turn. In this case Hull noted
that "the points cancel out. He added, "If your bag lands on the
board ana your opponent's bag lands in the hole, your opponent
would be up two points" and that "the first team to 21 wins."
It seems students are anticipating the occasion, as Hull noted he
has heard people "talking about the tournament and saying they're
going to sign up." He saia both Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Sigma
Sigma are expecting an even larger crowd tnis year and added, We
even have WMLU coming out to play music for us!"
In case you are confused about the logistics of the game or are still
not convinced to join in, Hull noted, This is a very competitive,
but fun game. So many people from different social branches of
the school come toplay or just hang out, so it's just as much as a social event as it is a fund raiser—and there are cash prizes!"
Brown also encouraged interested individuals to sign up early; the
cost of a ticket is $5 up until the two days before the tournament,
which is when tickets are raised to $10. He said the event is "for a
great cause" and added, "Even if you're not playing in the tournament, you should feel free to come on by our tables to check out information on our philanthropies and donate some spare change."
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Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones, but Words Will Never Hurt Me
NICOLE DALES

Editor-in-Chief
I've never considered myself a wellknown person. I suppose people recognize
my name from The Rotunda, but other
than my journalistic ventures, I wouldn't
consider my name to be a trigger name. I'm
quiet, I don't go out to social events like
ever, and I sticK to a pretty small group of
people. So imagine my surprise when my
name appeared on a thread on College
ACB.
Don't know what College ACB is? It's a
rumor mill site, very similar to JuicyCampus. Essentially the purpose of the site is to
trash other people anonymously. Another
editor on tne staff, Sarah, wanted us to
write an article about the site, and I had no
idea what she was talking about. I got on
the site to get a better grasp of what she
wanted to report on and at first it seemed
pretty tame. The first couple posts I came
across were ranting about random things.
After searching the site I found a post
that said "Nicole Dales" Curiosity got the
best of me and I clicked on the link. Sarah
was standing next to me and immediately
closed the window out, telling me that it
didn't matter and not to read it. Do you
think I listened to her? Of course not. I go
back to the site, only tofindout that people
think I'm fake, obnoxious, pathetic, and
negative. Someone thinks my chest is too
large, someone thinks I'm ugly and doesn't
like my boyfriend and someone would be
okay with me dying tomorrow. Oh, someone even pulled out the "C" word to describe me.
I had the immediate reaction of feeling
horrible about myself. I made the mistake

of reading the site right before the Student
Government Association meeting, and I
had to go check all of the information for
my article after the meeting because I
couldn't concentrate on anything else than
what was written on that site. I couldn't believe people thought that kind of stuff
about me, and I quickly slipped into a
"screw everything" state of mind. My fellow editors caught whim of what was making me upset and they jumped to my
defense. My best friend Katie was there to
tell me that none of it was true, and everyone I spoke to pointed out that I had people on the site defending me as well.
It didn't matter to me. I temporarily allowed the opinions of four people (although I doubt it was four unrelated parties
posting) dominate what I thought of myself. I didn't want to talk to anyone; I didn't want to do anything. I even considered
skipping classes, only going because my
friends made me, although I have no idea
what happened in lecture that day. It was
after Ifinallysat down with my adviser to
talk about tne website that I was able to ignore what was written and move on with
my everyday routine. I fell into the "trap"
and allowea the website to have the exact
affect that the people posting wanted.
Luckily, I snapped out of it about 18 hours
after seeing tne post. It's the people who
don't have anyone on there to defend them
or to say positive things that break my
heart. After reading what other people said
on that site, I became more and more
upset.
I debated writing this editorial. There is
the argument that this editorial is only
going to make people want to gossip more
and make the issue bigger. The larger, more
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expansive argument was the one about how
this website is degrading, offensive and immature, and the only way to stop this disgraceful behavior is to raise awareness and
put a stop to the trash. I wanted to make
my argument more concrete, so I decided
to talk to people on campus about the issue.
First, I sat down with Dr. Lee Bidwell,
professor of sociology, to discuss the issue.
We first started talking about the issue of
bullying, and she said, "Its a bigger problem when it happens in cyberspace when'
you as a victim don't even know how many
people know these things. There is really
no way to defend yourself. It takes on a life
of its own. You can damage somebody's
reputation."
. <» *.
She went on to talk about a "cyber footprint," touching on the fact that once something is out on the Internet, it's out there
and it can't be taken back. Also, these kinds
of remarks leave lasting effects, and the
pain can continue long after the bully was
even trying to hurt the person.
She was amazed that students in this age
group were even engaging in this behavior.
You would think by the time folks got to
college, or to be young adults, they would
not be so interested in hurting people and
writing defamatory slanderous things
about them ... they should be at a level of
maturity that stops them from that."
The anonymity allows people more freedom to post, ana she thinks if people had
to identify themselves, they would be less
likely to engage in the behavior. "If you
knew who they were and you could confront them about it, they wouldn't do it because they know it's mean and they know
it's hurtful," she said.
Junior Maria Soliven has been written
about on the site, however, she's not letting
it affect her. In fact, she only got involved
with the site in the first place Decause she
got on to defend her friend who was attacked on the sitefirst."I defended her and
wrote my name down and after that, since
I wrote my name down, there was a thread
about me right after that," explained Soliven. She said what made her most upset
was when people asked if she was "DTF,"
which is a sexually-slanted acronym, which
she feels is rude.
She said that people she djdn't evert
know started defending 'hbf,' Which served
as more of an ego booster than anything
else, and although she acknowledges that
it's hypocritical she suggests others don't
post or defend people. I think its best just
not to write on it because people will find
stuff to talk about," she said. She also
pointed out that it's the opinion of not a lot
of people, and it could just be the same person posting over and over again. "It's not
that thought of the school that's on ACB it's
the thought of one person," Soliven explained.
"Personally, I think that they are completely pointless, a Waste of time, and waste
of emotion. As much as people say they do
not get to them, either deep down it does
or there are some people at least who it really does hurt," said junior Christy Savage.
Junior Brittany Bevins had a similar opinion. "I think they're really childish. I feel
like if people reallyhave tne time to get on
there and talk about people just to do it
then they need to grow up. Websites like
this are used to degrade people and it's all
over the Internet for everyone to see and I
don't think it's fair for people to know

someone based on what they read. And will make you seem cooler because it's.
anonymous. There is nothing to gain from
that happens a lot," she said.
Bevins encouraged victims to not listen this site. It doesn't make you a better perto the website. "If people have to be behind son. What you say lasts forever, and tech
a computer screen to talk about someone people can easily trace back an IP address
or say something about someone and aren't to see the computer the post was made
mature enough to say it to the person's face from.
There are lines being crossed here. Sure,
their not worth the time."
"I'm a firm believer that if one person we all gossip in our day to day lives. I am
has a problem with another, it should be no exception to that. Katie is my confidant,
addressed in a face to face setting so that and I trust her. She's the one I have rant sesthe people involved can work out their sions with, and I would say pretty much
[mostlypetty] differences in a mature man- anything to her. I'm not saying what I do is
ner. Unfortunately the advent of the inter- right, but the things I say to Katie during a
net has made it much easier for people to private conversation inriiydorm room are
bash one another behind the shield of things that stay between us. I would never,
anonymity," said senior Brandon Clem- ever post that sort of thing online, because
mons. He added, "I would advise them to it's horrible to say and an even worse thing
simply ignore the site because if they re- to post online to last forever. I hold myself
to a higher regard then that, and I would
spond it will only add fuel to the fire."
"I believe it is totally childish. We are expect most people my age to have more
adults and people are going out of their way class.
Apparently I thought wrong. Posting
to be hateful to others. It is high school behavior and if anyone contributes to the site, these comments so everyone who has Inthey are stooping very low," said an anony- ternet access can read it, that's ridiculous.
mous student. Tne student added "Just stay Going off from that, take a look at what is
off of the website in general, it does no being posted. Galling me a fake, obnoxious
person, I can handle that. Saying you would
good and only brings people down.
Director of User Support Services Kim be okay with my dying, thats a whole other
Redford explained the site cannot be issue. I don't expect everyone at this school
blocked by Longwood's servers because if to sob if I died tomorrow, but I also don't
they start clocking every site that someone like to think that someone will be in their
is offended by, they could start blocking dorm or apartment celebrating my death.
sites that people actually need. Vice Presi- Is it really necessary to say that? When did
dent of Student Affairs Tim Pierson also society get to be so blatantly rude? Who
acknowledged the issue of freedom of goes to sleep at night thinking that what
speech, but he didn't think that was a valid they posted is appropriate? My mom always told me when I was growing up that
argument in support of the website.
Pierson discussed how it's really taking when I wake up in the morning and look
advantage of people who can't defend in the mirror I should be happy with who I
themselves by posting anonymously on the see. If I posted this trash aDout someone
Web. "Is there anyway to really defend else, I certainly wouldn't be happy with the
yourself over the network like that? There girl in the mirror and I don't think many
isn't. It's really a very sad statement about people out there would honestly be okay
folks who do that." He thinks the biggest with what they said either.
things a student can do is to discourage
After having some time to calm down I
people from visiting the site and posting on was able to put the situation in perspective.
the site. "The only way we can really shut it First of all, someone out there cares about
down is by students not participating, not me enough to dedicate the thread in my
going to tne website and not taking an in- honor. I don't care if they think I'm attracterest in that sort of garbage," said Pierson. tive because I already found my guy, and it's
"It's really a very cneap shot at someone okay that they don't like him because there
to go on a site and say something like that. isn't a threat of someone else trying to
It's & very very disturbing afeft 1 knoW how snatch him Up. I'm not a fake person, nor
harmful it is, said'PifertOW. "Atlyone who' am I negative. I'm pretty genuine and I say
would say something about another person what I mean and mean what I say. I have
in that fashion, it says very little about that nothing to say to the obnoxious and paperson to me," said Pierson. He added, "I thetic comments, because at the end of the
don't think anyone really internationally day everyone has someone who doesn't like
wants to really destroy someone. I think them. That's just the way it is. I don't like it,
these are loose decisions that are not well but its I was reminded we all have that perthought out that obviously are not caring son in our life that irks us, and I guess I'm
someone's person.
about another person. Very sad."
I have people who love me, people who
There is no purpose to this website, except to say horrible things about each other. know the real me, and people who take me
I just don't understand it. Whatever hap- as I am. The handful of people who hate
pened to saying something to someone's me enough can't take what I have away
face? There are so many Greeks called out from me. If anything, this site only made
on that site, and perhaps I was misguided the ties I have with the people I'm close to
in believing this, but I always thought in the tighter. I certainly feel safer and more comend fraternities and sororities supported fortable with The Rotunda staff after going
each other. And sure, commenting on through the process of writing this editosomeone's sexual promiscuity is funny until rial. And that's the message I want to pass
it's your best friend, someone in your along to anyone else affected on this site.
Your life is your life, and no one else can
sorority, or your little sister.
(tk a giuidance coun- mess with tnat unless you let them. Stand
Its the same question
strong, be who you are, and ignore those
whoI has
selor would ask a 10-year-olid ^
H gotp
ten in trouble for bullying at recess: What who try and bring you down.
do you have to gain from this? How does it
make you feel Better about yourself? And
to top it off, it's not like posting on this site
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Memory through
the Music
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor
E v e r find yourself
wandering
around
town in your vehicle
listening to music and
heading towards an
undetermined destination when BAM!, that
song comes on. This is
the song that reminds
you of your ex-girlA&E
friend, the one that
cheated on you with
COLUMN
your best friend, and
just like that your entire day is ruined. Or the song that was
played at your prom three years ago blares
through the speakers and you're dancing the
night away all over again. What should simply have started out as a song is now an entire chain of memories that have your mind
wheeling from past to present and back
again, why?
From a physiological standpoint, it has
everything to do with your brain. When
you're in love and a certain song comes on
during that point of happiness, your brain
takes in the music like it would words. Immediately you have a soundtrack to go with
the pictures that you are taking mentally.
Hence, when that song plays four years
down the road, so plays your slideshow of
snapshots. Science claims it happens because
humans capture life through the senses and
once those are trigged simultaneously they,
in a way, are linkedfor the remained of your
life. *
But it gets better. The reason your day is
ruined is because, aside from a mental
streaming, the song comes with emotional
strings attached. Trie reason you are suddenly feeling the need to punch a wall is because with this song, which has triggered a
memory, comes the emotions you were feeling at tnat time. Talk about a mental overload.
But not to worry, you're not the only one
' experiencing this awesome/disturbing phenomenon. I experience it all the time. Play
me some Matt Nathanson and I am back at
the beach with all my friends the end of senior year. Play me Lady Gaga and I am driving to Chick-fil-A after skipping out of class.
Another version: that you are purposefully
choosing to relive that memory. Researchers
from Kansas State University claim that "just
by glancing the album cover or the lyrics you
immediately start playing the song in your
head," bringing the snapshots, emotions, and
past with you. Certain genres in general have
their versions of the past, like 80s and 90s
music. Take the generally epic songs of society from bands tike Queen and The Beatles
and you are creating not only memories but
a vivid recount of history. I don't know about
you, but that sounds pretty cool. Because we
are human and because music has been
around for almost as long as we have, every
time a song comes on so exists an era that
was lived.
Here's a little test to prove they know what
they are talking about. If I say the 80s you
immediately think of whom? Perhaps bands
like The Police, Aerosmith, Bon Jovi,
Madonna, U2, and of course Michael Jackson? How about now, in 2010? Maybe people like Taylor Swift, Lady Gaga, The Black
Eyed Peas, Eminem, Jay-Z, and Ke$ha just
to name a few. Pass or fail? I passed.
So we've examined the involuntary calling
of the past from artists and songs alike, but
what about how our culture has influenced
this kind of recall, if not manipulated it? For
example: weddings. What is it about the
"First Song" that puts brides into a frantic
frenzy as tney try to choose the 'right one?'
Is it because they are trying to impress their
friends and family by selecting the perfect,
mind-blowing song or that they are trying
to make an impression through the song itself? I would go with the latter. Not only are
they spending a bundle to make the night
perfect, they are also trying to make it memorable. So I guess the "First Song" is important if you want it to be forever linked to that
specific event. Nothing like competing for a
mental memory.
Add all this to the fact that technology has
created the perfect device to recount all
those memories—iPods and MP3s. I don't
know about you, but my iPod is stashed with
songs that remind me of something or another. It can be the most mundane things
like driving down the street to dancing alone
in my bearoom, but still these memories
exist through the music I possess. In its own
way, my iPod is my life. I can go from eighth
grade to now in tne 2,367 songs that I own
and most all of them have some emotion or
mental connection to my life.
The proof and examples that I alone have
are enaless. When Journey's "Don't StopBelievin'" comes on I think of about seven different times in my life, and all of themmake
me smile. "Hey Jude" by The Beatles makes
me think of a friend I had and lost through
the process of growing up. So be careful what
songs you live your life by because in the end
you might end up revisiting the past each
time it plays.
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Castle and Beckett Get 'Punked' in Latest Episode
LAURA BETH STRICKER

Copy Editor
Last week's episode of "Casde" brought about time travel, duels, romance,
and a DeLorean.
The episode opened with a dead body in one of New York's parks. The
man was dressed in boxers and had a prominent bullet hole in his chest. It
appeared to be a .45, but with a little digging...
At first the team suspected a big, burly oiker guy who had a history. He had
an unregistered pistol, but ballistics came back with no dice on that gun.
The bullet? A 200-year-old lead ball. So why was a 200-year-old bullet in a
25-year-old man's chest?
Investigators found that Daniel Goldstein was a mathematical genius hired
at Berman Rose, one of Wall Street's top investment firms. According to his
sister, he didn't have much of a social life. More digging revealed that Goldstein created financial products, and one had faileoepically, putting out several investors over a million dollars apiece. That surely had several people
wanting Goldsteins head.
Photo Courtesy: nydalnMC.com
At first inspection, the team thought for sure that one of the investors, Castle explores his Vlctoriao London side in the latest episode of the hit thriller.
Ivan, nicknamed "Yosemite Sam," with his substantial antique gun collection, was their guy,
Wrong! T\irns out that the guns used, with several tries at the shooting
But Ivan's gun didn't shoot those lead balls. Back to the drawing boards and range, were not nearly as accurate as once thought! The team figured out
thinking caps.
that there had to be a third shooter ... but who?
Then came the discovery of the DeLorean. This put Castle's time-traveler
Going back to the crime scene, they find a dead squirrel, re-trace their
theory into fiill swing. Goldstein's machine had been ticketed for illegal park- tracks, and find the place where the third shooter was standing. They head
ing several times, and the team wanted to find out why.
back to steam punk, where they find Troy muting drinks. Troy's father comAlong the way, romance was clearly a main theme for this episode. Alexis mitted suicide a few months earlier after losing a boatload of investments.
is totally in love, and Casde is devastated that Gram knows and he doesn't. Goldstein had given Troy a job three weeks earlier, but not with Berman
Then, with more research, the team discovers that Goldstein was a part of Rose. Beckett told him they Knew he'd modified his father's shotgun to fire
the local "steam punk" culture, which was where his DeLorean was parked lead balls. Troy, with a history of anger problems, admitted to Casde and
illegally. A group of people gathered together, dressed in turn-of-the- Beckett that he was angry that Goldstein was alive when his father was not,
century clothes and were transformed to 1892 Victorian London, complete and that he'd shot him.
with time machine, romance, those huge early bicycles, and literature trivia.
Once the case was closed, Casde returns home and "talks" with Alexis,
The mystery deepened as Castle and Beckett realize the steam punk place meaning she started gushing about being in love and not letting Casde get
had two dueling guns that had been fired recently. They pick up Adam for a word in edgewise. Casde is just happy tnat she's talking to him. And at the
questioning, who confesses to killing Goldstein. They were having a duel in very end, Alexis wants to go out on a date with his "go-to guyT her dad.
tne park that night, over Julia, who was Goldstein's assistant at Berman Rose.
Tune in next week for another recap of the mysterious and intriguing
The idea, according to Adam, was to impress her, since they were geeks and episodes. You can watch every Monday for more "Castle" on ABC at 10 p.m.
all. Case closed, right?

'Grey's Anatomy' : Can't Fight Biology
SHELBY JENNETTE

Rotunda Reporter
L a s t week spiders, this week
worms? "Grey's Anatomy" is making
a habit out of having odd creatures
in people's bodies. Any hopes of having Meredith (Ellen Pompeo) give
birth to an alien baby just moved
closer by a step.
This episode continued along the
same plodines: Cristina (Sandra Oh)
was still broken, Callie (Sara
Ramirez) and Arizona (Jessica Capshaw) couldn't shake off Mark (Eric
Dane), Meredith continued to struggle with the loss of her baby, and
Teddy (Kim Raver) was still weakened by a good-looking man.
One scene definitely jarred. Near
the end of the episode Meredith laid
next to Derek (Patrick Dempsey)
and said,"... Then you would have
an 80-year-old drooling wife and a
50-year-old drooling kid." How has
Meredith been 30 for seven seasons?
I understood that time on television
isn't the same as in real life, but the
show has gone through several holidays and Meredith is definitely older
than 30. Let's blame the sentence on
her possibly having Alzheimer's and
forgetting now old she actually is.
Cristina with the worm guy was an
interesting dynamic. She s still the

sniveling, weak person I hate, but in the hospital.
Watching Jackson in the whole
watching her try to save the worms
showed some promise. Cristina can episode was as uncomfortable as
basically do everything now except watching Cristina picking out
be in the operating room. Her rela- worms. While Jackson's eyes and abs
tionship with Owen (Kevin McK- are amazing, I was surprised that the
idd) still seems questionable, but he's writers tried to have nim flirt with
been supportive and is trying his Teddy. We were given parallels bebest to aajust to her. I'd love to see tween Jackson and Meredith last seahow the firehouse looks after re- son so one would imagine that
Jackson was a smart guy that wanted
modeling.
I was jaded about Jake the dancer to break away from his' family's
because I've watched every season of shadow. He didn't need use his sex
"So You Think You Can Dance" and appeal to get him anywhere, and out
his dancing was sub-par. I loved his of all the attending's, Teddy was the
over-enthusiastic father though: He only one he could flirt witn (unless
was being supportive no matter what they create some gay storyline with
his son wanted to do. The case itself Mark).
was probably something that the
I'm still not a fan of April (April
Chief would nave wanted to empha- Kepner), and in the Lexie/April desize as a top-ranking, experimental bates. I'm on Lexie's (Chyler Leigh)
hospital procedure, but he never side because we've been with her for
showed up. Apparently the rare sur- four seasons. You can't really have
geries only crop up when he's talk- two characters in the show that are
ing to advertising agencies.
really book smart and who were that
The Callie/Arizona/Mark triangle kid who always raises their hand first
got the best help ironically from in class. Plus, Lexie isn't as one-diAlex, who admitted that Mark was mensional as April. How April can
the one •that saved him when he was become Meredith's BFF just because
shot. While I don't like the bitchy she witnessed the miscarriage was
side of Arizona, she had a point beyond me. Meredith already has
about how Mark would act. Even as Cristina, and that dynamic is still
an unknown staff member in Seatde going strong. Watcning Cristina,
Grace, you probably know that Mark Meredith, and April eat in the hallhas haa sex with most of the women way together was odd. There's a part

of me that hopes that Lexie will grab
a car and run over April just so there
would be one less Mercy Wester to
deal with.
Derek as a billboard cracked me up,
it was hilarious - now that would
cause car accidents. I liked him being
bookended, but wished that we
could have seen more of Derek in
general. When'Waft the'last time that
Mark and Derek even had a deep
conversation? Maybe Derek could
give some advice to a "friend" instead
of Mark trailing Callie and Arizona
like a puppy.
Finally, I have an issue with Meredith's house. If April is in Izzie's room,
Alex (Justin Chambers) has his own
room, and Lexie is in the attic,
where's Jackson? I don't recall where
George fit into the equation, but
would you really want the dead guy's
room? I get that it creates funny
scenes like when Alex, April, Lexie
and Jackson were all in tne shower,
but it logistically makes no sense.
Then to top it off, Derek and Meredith are having sex: I'm sure someone
(most likely Lexie in the attic) can
hear them. Derek was right to suggest that the house has become a fiat
house.
Stay tuned for episode five next
Thursday on ABC at 9 p.m.

The Sunny Side of Farmville
BROOKE BRENNAN

Features Editor
C a n ' t find Sunny on your FX channel anymore?
Wondering why, when 10 p.m. rolls around and
you are anxiously awaiting the start of the new
Sunny episode, there is a movie on instead? Do you
find yourself flipping back and forth from TVGuide to channel 30 waiting for the gang's faces to
pop-up on the screen? Believe it or not, Longwood
has dropped the FX network for the time being, effectively breaking the collective hearts of loyal
Sunny fans.
I am lucky enough to have parents who can operate a DVR system, and was able to watch tne
newest episodes. Still, I am desperately hoping that
the network returns. For now, let's get the less-fortunate folk who missed the episodes, and newcomers to the show, up to speed with the latest
chain of events. Those who didn't miss out on the
past two weeks of Sunny can read along as w e l l too much of a good thing is not bad, in this case.
"Macs Big Break" was great in that it allowed us
to see Mac's near success dissolve into an epic failure, as expected. After a lucky guess during his call
to a radio talk-show host, Mac won himself a
chance to skate the ice and shoot a puck during
halftime at a Philadelphia Flyers game. Naturally,
though, he messes this "big break up by knocking
himself unconscious the moment he steps onto the
ice.
It wasn't even the fall that had ine laughing but
rather the absurdity of Charlies and Macs attempt
at a montage-style training period leading up to tne

highly anticipated event. The highlights of the skating-duo's storyline had to be tne mullet-wigs, excessive usage of the word "Jabroni," and Mac's
inability to Keep from using his hockey stick as a
martial arts staff: "All of my instincts and my training are telling me to use this like a weapon," he said.
Dennis ana Dee's podcast storyline won me over
just the same, as it re-introduced some of the best
characters of the show: Cricket and The Waitress.
We got to hear a high pitch in Dennis' voice that
we thought could only be reached through Charlie's
vocal cords as he took on his new role of a talk
show host. Frank insisted that Dee and Dennis
record their bantering on a cassette tape so that he
can listen to it while ne drives—his radio recently
broke.
I've truly enjoyed the product of match-ups
within the gang from Mac and Charlie vs. Dennis
and Dee, with Frank wandering along his own side.
In "Mac and Charlie: White Trash," Mac and Charlie try again to achieve a goal only impossible for
them to reach, when a summer heat-wave hits
town and the gang splits up to fight their way into
a country club.
Charlie and Mac are refused entrance first and, in
an effort to find a place where they "belong," they
work to restore a deep, abandoned diving pool that
looks more like a trash-filled sewage tank. They fall
short of this job and wind up stuck in the trash pit
as it fills with water from a nose.
To prove their high-class status, Dennis and Dee
attempt access at the country club as well. However,
the siblings are quickly rejected and left no other
choice but to swim at the public pool with Frank.

They do not admit their failures to Mac and Charlie tnough, and both spend the episode trying to
prove that they are of a higher class than Mac and
Charlie—note that Franks lack of class is at no
point questioned. At the same time, Mac and Charlie do not admit that they are stuck in the pool only
to be found with their tail between their legs later
on.
None think they deserve the title "white trash,"
even though this is clearly the category in which
they all belong. Frank on tne other hand could care
less about his social status, and joins the other lowclass swimmers in a game of catch the watermelon—Frank being tne "buttered up" piece of
fruit. In keeping witn their upper class ways, the
rang closes tne episode by cooling off in front of a
ire nydrant that Frank breaks open. Typical.
The best scenes of episode five, in my opinion,
were as follows: Charlies booty/jean shorts (they're
not white trash—just think of the mobility they
have), all swimmers at the public pool wearing
sneakers because the pool's floor is covered in
shards of glass, Mac and Charlie's indecision on
what food to order in an effort to call for help in
getting out of the pool, Mac and Charlies attempt
to block-out any ghost spirits from entering their
pool with a voodoo prayer, and, well, pretty much
Mac and Charlie's entrapment in its entirety.
Hopefiilly you are able to tune in this week and
watch "Macs Mom Burns Her House Down,"
which (for those who can still get the channel) will
air on Thursday at 10 p.m.

I
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A Laugh With Nick Swardson and His New Hit Show
JACOB BIGGS

Assistant A&E Editor
I t was only a matter of
time before the increasingly popular comedian
Nick Swardson got his
own show, and that day ha?
arrived Nick Swardson"s¡
"Pretend Time" premiered
on Comedy Central on
Tuesday, Oct. 12th at 10
p.m. and new episodes will'
air weekly at the same time..
Swarason has made his
mark on the contemporary!
world of comedy, performin
his own stand-up special
and appearing on popular,
television shows. He is
best known for his role
as Terry Bernardino,
a homosexual

roller skater, in the Comedy Central series "Reno 911!" Swardson has also
played prominent roles in film, appearing in both "Grandma's Boy" and
Blades of Glory." With his substantial
comic background, it is no surprise
that Comedy Central granted him his
own show.
"Pretend Time" provides a window
into Nick Swardson's mind and true
comedic style: unlike much of his previous work that adhered to a script, the
show offers infinite comic possibilities.
Swardson collaborates with directors
and his comedic peers to create the
most inventive and entertaining
sketches that he can fathom. Even
"Reno 911!"—which was largely centered on improvisation—did not allow
for such freedom because it relied on
the context of law enforcement (in the loosest sense of
the term). •

In an interview with several college
newspapers, Swardson said, "We try to
push the barrier as much as possible
when thinking of characters. We basically ask ourselves, 'What can we get
away with?*" When asked if testing the
limits creates any problems with
higher network authorities, Swardson
assured us that they welcomed his inventiveness, saying, "They wanted
someone to come in and make it crazier, and I said that's what I would do."
Crazy is definitely a fitting adjective
to describe Swardson's new show.
Based off the first episode, "Pretend
Time" seems to know no boundaries.
One of the most memorable skits is
entitled "Wheelchair Cat,"" in which a
cat inherits $10 million from its deceased owner, leaving her son emptyhanded. Bitter over his lack of
inheritance, the son, played by Swardson, paralyzes the cat by running him

over. Even though the cat is immobilized, he still bounces back: he has
more money, confidence and sexual
appeal than the son ever will.
The "Wheelchair Cat" skit is a char-

"They wanted someone to come in and
make it crazier, and I
said that's what I
would do."
- Swardson
acteristic of "Pretend Time" as a whole.
Many of the topics are completely random and implausible, and the skits
typically resolve with the degradation
of Swardson's character. For example,

another of his skits depicts a gay robot
who, despite his advances to men "entering a bar, cannot find love. Voiced
by Swardson, the robot hangs his head
in discouragement. The pain and humiliation of Swardson s characters
seems to be a comedic pattern within
the show.
Although Swardson's absurdist
humor is intriguing, his style will most
likely appeal to a specific type of audience. Tne comedy is centered on crude
humor and heightened shock value,
which is perfect for those interested in
quick laughs. However, "Pretend
Time" is not socially critical or
thought-provoking. Those seeking intellectual humor will be alienated by
the comedic atmosphere of the program. When stepping into the mind of
Nick Swardson, prepare for an off-thewall experience.

Longwood Theatre Department's 'Our Town': Review
different to those passing around them, and then a blue light cast
them in an eerie glow that was both so cold and final. What, in my
opinion, truly identified them as inhuman were their dead voices,
void
of any brightness or being. This scene played with the theme
O u r Town', presented by the Theatre Department this past
month, was a play that questioned the core values that a person, in that it juxtaposes Act I in which life was very robotic and taken
or in this case, an entire town, believed in: the value of life. The for granted. Death is something hushed up or overall unmenmain intent was to question the value of living every moment, of tioned. In Act II, death is a prominent thing, more so than the
embracing fully a life that wants to be lived instead of settling for lives of the living. The final scene, in which Emily discusses how
one. This idea was present in the daily actions completed by the she can feel the stillness passing over her, the life leaving her quicast of characters; simple things like delivering the milk or prepar- eting self, is what truly moved me. To me, death is such a final and
ing breakfast. It was through tnese daily tasks that the town lost its absolute, something that we as the living shy away from, but it is
embrace of life and slowly falls into a kind of auto-pilot that drives in this scene that Emily embraces a death that she neither wants
them into their own graves. I saw this in my favorite scenes when to deny or accept.
The techniques in this scene, including the dim lighting, the
Emily, one of the main characters, had iust passed and she was realizing for the first time how beautiful the world was, how alive she chirping of the crickets, the pale and expressionless people surfelt, and how wonderfiil her life was before she was torn from it. rounding her, and just the overall stillness only added to this sense
This idea really connected with me because too often I catch life of loss and the ebbing away of life. She simply lays down the thrill
of life and her past, and quietly settles down for tne rest of eternity,
flying by me before I am able to thoroughly enjoy it.
It wasn't until the final scenes of the play that I felt anything in enjoying the stars peppered across the sky and the silence atop the
way of revelations or deep emotions. It was as the passing of nine hill. If only to more thoroughly finalize this theme, George, her
years was announced ana the 'shades' of those presented in Act I husband and another of tne main characters, throws himself
were walking to sit upon their 'graves' that I realized I what had across her grave and simply lies there, as still and somber as death
happened was both significant and expected. The characters had itself. All ended with the characters still and in their eternal positions, the crickets singing a slow chorus to the glisten of a full sky
lived and they had died.
of
starts and illuminating moon.
I believe it was the way that they sat as immobile corpses, in-

KATIE REILLY

A& E Editor

Life As We Know It and Love
As We Wish It

Photo By : Matt

'Our Town' takes us into the lives of a small New England community.

Bearish on 'Wall Street:
Money Never Sleeps'

SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Features Editor
Appearing without pomp and circumstance,
"Life As We Know It" is a film both largely disliked by critics and satisfying to audiences. Balancing chemistry, some homely humor, and a
dose of tenderness against^ legible formula and
some flat jokes, it is wnat it sets out to be and fulfills the set iob of a romantic comedy. Everything
said, this film appears neither regrettable loss
nor riveting find but a night at the cinema simple and true.
The plot starts out with Holly Berenson, a
oung caterer and bakery owner (Katherine
leigl) preparing for a blind date in her apartment. The doorbell rings, she meets her date,
Eric Messer (Josh Duhamel) and things fail
pretty quickly. The two can't even agree how to
start the nignt and Berenson ends up kicking
Messer out of her car, hoping never to see him
again. As time goes by, their mutual friends,
Peter and Alison (Hayes MacArthur and
Christina Hendricks), get married and have a little girl named Sophie. Messer and Berenson,
bound by friendship and love for their new goddaughter, decide on a truce with many insults.
In a twist on the usual tragedy, Peter and Alison
are killed in a car accident, willing joint custody
of Sophie over to the erstwhile match. Inconceivably, they must develop a working relationship and long-term toleration for the child's
sake.
The main thing "Life As We Know It" has in
its favor is the leads' chemistry. Josh Duhamel
and Katherine Heigl work together well and
there is something realistic in the accumulated
mess and resolution of their characters.
MacArthur and Hendricks do well supporting
until they leave the stage, and then are followed
up by offbeat neighbors of unusual quality for
stock. Josh Lucas as Sam provides a spotty but
still reassuring presence as Berenson's love interest.
As is usual for such a soft genre as Romantic
Comedy, there are moments when you don't feel
anything substantive and others when you feel
the characters are moving. Many times, you feel
this when the writers dont intend it, and though
that is a fault, there is the idea that some importance lies in the central struggle. Berenson and
Messer s movement to a predictable end has

i
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Katherine Heigl and Josh Duhamel star in the film.

some grace embedded deep in the progression
and, though one can stand back and see the
flaws, their slow budding is what involves
moviegoers.
What may turn them off are the latest in an infinite series of dirty diaper jokes, the like faire,
and what can best be called polish and Hollywood characterizations. Berenson and Messer
are not rich at all, but far from average. As a
practical entrepreneur in the food business and
a network sports director, they have the jobs
everyone wants when riches aren't expected.
Their lives are moveable, responsibility laden
but, nonetheless, stable and middle-class. With
their friends dead and the difficulty of coping,
Berenson and Messer's shock is palpable but
they never seem confused and viewers know
they'll succeed. This underlying stability rings
false to an audience and is only comfortably
warm.
However, those believable pearls of emotion
between Duhamel and Heigl are not destroyed,
making the film float for a casual movie night.
There is also a feeling that its high points deserved to develop with bodily functions in a less
glossy environment. It is not suggested that this
Be "The Road" with two urbanites and an infant.
Some of the comedy needs to be retained, but
the stakes were upped with what the leads can
do in glimpses.
Overall, tne audience can either look deep or
laugh heavily, just let them know they're not
"The Constant Gardener" they're on vacation.

Photo Courtesy: photogaHery.nmoniia.com

Michael Douglas reprises his role in Wall Street.
IAN SHIH

Asst. News Editor

amoral corporate raider Gordon Gekko, the role
which won him an Oscar for Best Actor in the
original film. After spending a decade in prison
for insider trading, Gekko is eager to return to a
position of power. Appearing to reverse his famous assertion that greed is good," Gekko now
foresees greed pushing the economy over a cliff.
It seems that Gekko is now a reformed man, but
old habits die hard. Douglas' performance is
marvelous and beyond compelling. One scene
that blurs the line, between fiction and reality is
Gekko's apology to his daughter Winnie (Carrie
Mulligan) over the death of her brother and his
son, Rudy, from drug abuse as a consequence of
his absence. Douglas' claim as Gekko that he
"tried everything shows his true pain and
evokes sympathy. Douglas' own son, Cameron,
is currently serving a five-year prison sentence for drug trafficking.
Just like the original, Money Never Sleeps
starts off as cautionary tale of the dangers of
commerce and capitalism without morality. The
recent worldwide economic collapse lends the
film relevance and credibility. Unlike the origi-

A f t e r waiting since birth to watch the sequel
to Oliver Stone's 1987 heavy-hitting film which
chastised the excess and decadence that defined
the decade, I was left feeling disappointed as the "The spotlight of the story is clearly
closing credits rolled. If by now you have not
on Shia LaBeouf, who plays Jacob
seen 'wall Street: Money Never Sleeps," conMoore, an idealistic but extremely
sider yourself spared from spending $10 dollars,
and a long drive (the nearest theatre still showhungry stock-analyst. Unlike many
ing the film is in Midlothian). If you have seen
of his ambitious counterparts,
the movie, I have an honest question to ask: Was
Moore truly believes in the power
it really as disappointing as I thought it was? Although it is not a bad film by any measure, it
of the financial services industry in
pales in comparison to the original. Throughimproving the world."
out the movie Stone repeatedly teases old fans
by nearly recapturing the attitude and bravado
of the original but stops short every time (Star nal however, the sequel suddenly shifts gears to
Wars fans know what I mean).
become a relationship melodrama. Not that it
The spotlight of the story is clearly on Shia can't be done, the two storylines are quite conLaBeour, who plays Jacob Moore, an idealistic -vincing as separate entities, but the shift is so
but extremely hungry stock-analyst. Unlike abrupt that the film simply loses focus. Furthermany of his ambitious counterparts, Moore more, Stone is about as subtle as a sledgehamtruly believes in the power of the financial serv- mer, literally showing dominos falling and
ices industry in improving the world. He is set to bubbles bursting. It would have been more efmarry Winnie Gekko, the estranged daughter of fective to have Kennen Ivory Wayans yell "mesGordon Gekko, who shuns (almost) allthings sage!" after every loaded line. This time around
related to capitalism. While their performances the movie comes across as preachy (and don't
are good, they unfortunately appear dull next to get me wrong some people need a good
Michael Douglas' delivery.
preachin) instead of satire, and unfortunately it
Douglas returns to reprise his role as the fails to hit the mark.
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Lancers Field Hockey Team Gets Big Win at Radford
BEN MAITLAND

Sports Editor
T h e Longwood University. field
hockey team lost at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) of the Colonial
Athletic Association (CAA) 4-0 on
Wed., Oct. 13 in Richmond. Senior Lauren Sullivan led the Lancers with two
shots, one on goal, against the Rams,
who were 10-4 at the time of the match.
The Rams took the early lead after scoring the eventual match-winning goal in
the ninth minute on a shot by Kelsev
Scherrer off a penalty corner. VCUs
Chelsea Hill scored a second insurance
goal just six seconds before the end of
the first half to take a 2-0 lead in to intermission.
According to longwoodlancers.com,
VCU'5 Kayla Mueller scored in the first
minute of the second half to lengthen
the lead to 3-0 before the Rams added
the fourth goal in the 41st minute. The
Lancers had a chance to avoid being shut
out in the final minute of the match, but
a shot by freshman Caitlin Smith was
stopped on the line by a VCU defender.
The Lancers outshot the Rams 7-6 in the
second half, but again were unable to
convert any attempts.
The Rams outshot Longwood 11-8
and had a 3-2 advantage in penalty corners. Sophomore goalkeeper Kaye
Goulding played the first 35 minutes in

goal and recorded three saves, while
classmate Amy Lewis played in goal in
the second half and made three saves of
her own. The Lancers were led offensively by Lauren Sullivan with two shot
attempts, while six other Lancer players
had one shot. Erin Jablonski and Megan
Botteri split time in guarding the cage
for the Rams, with Jablonski stopping
one shot in the first half.
The field hockey team then traveled
to Radford to take on the in-state opponent. The ladies were able to hold on to
a 5-1 victory past the Highlanders on
Sun., Oct. 17. Lauren Sullivan led the
Lancers (4-12, 2-2 NorPac) with two
goals and one assist while freshman
Stacey de Grandhomme added two
goals against the Highlanders (8-7, 2-3
NorPac).
"It is good to get another NorPac win,"
said third-year head coach Iain Byers.
"We got five goals today, which is something that we have struggled to do in recent games. We playedwell as a team,
particularly the front line that had all of The girls take a time-out to plan their next move.
our goals and really executed well." The
Lancers struck first to gain a 1-0 lead in Babineau collected a loose ball in front Byrum and scored. De Grandhomme
the first half when Lauren Sullivan took of the cage off the stick of Lauren Sulli- added an insurance goal just four mina pass from junior Alison Akers and sent van and scored, putting the Lancers utes later after collecting a rebound and
a shot sailing under the rushing goal- ahead 2-0 in the 38th minute. Radford's scoring from in front of the cage. Laukeeper in the 23rd minute. Longwood Emily Voss scored in the 43rd minute to ren Sullivan scored in the 62na minute
pull within one goal but de Grand- to make the final score 5-1.
outshot Radford 7-4 in the first half.
Longwood outshot the rival HighThe Lancers extended their lead in homme pushed the Longwood lead
landers
14-9 and had a 4-3 edge in
back
to
3-1
in
the
45th
minute
when
she
the second half when junior Amanda
received a pass from sophomore Kaity penalty corners. Kaye Gowding

Photo Courtesy: longwoodlancers com
recorded four saves and allowed just one
goal for the Lancers. Jennifer Winiewski
made seven saves, while allowing five
goals for the Highlanders. Longwood returns to action on Sat., Oct. 23, when it
hosts NorPac foe Davidson College at 12
p.m. at the Athletics Complex in Farmville. Admission is free to everyone.

Men's and Women's Golf Continue Successful Fall Seasons
JACOB BIGGS

Asst. A&E Editor
T h e Longwood University men's and
women's golf teams recently raced strong
competition in their respective tournaments. The men played at the Richmond Intercollegiate hosted by the
University of Richmond. The event was
held at the Independence Golf Club in
Midlothian. The women competed at
the Lady Pirate Intercollegiate hosted by
East Carolina University and played at
the Greenville Country Club in
Greenville, N.C.
According
to
www.longwoodlancers.com, the women's team posted a
54-hole score of 300-306-297-903 at
the Lady Pirate Intercollegiate, finishing
in seventh place among 16 teams. Led by
the individual medalist Christine
Shimel, the University of Maryland won
the event with an overall score of 292-

294-290—876. Freshman Amanda diligently to make it a reality. The
Steinhagen led the Lancers with her 74- women's team will compete again at the
74-74—222, tying her for 13th in a field Lady Paladin Invitational hosted by Furof 93. Steinhagen has led Longwood in man University from Oct. 29-31.
The men's team was also successful at
three of four events this fall, and her recent score of222 is a new collegiate-best its most recent tournament, posting a
for 54 holes. Also competing for Long- 54-hole score of 285-283-296—864 to
wood were sophomores Ariel Witmer finish in third place among 11 teams.
(74-77-73-224, t-21st) and Ha Lee (74- The host University of Richmond Spi76-80-230, t-37th), along with juniors ders won the event with a score of
Brooke Mallory (78-79-77-234, t-62nd) 283-279-293-855. According to
and Alexa Boucher (83-82-73-238, t- www.longwoodlancers.com, senior
Michael Young led the Lancers with
70th).
"Although finishing in seventh does- his four-under par 69-69-74-212
n't look that good, we played well and that tied him for third in the field of
beat teams ranked in the top-100," said 69. Young has finished among the
sixth-year head coach Alison Wright. top three competitors in each of the
"Our goal is to become nationally three tournaments that the Lancers
ranked among the top-100 teams by the have attended this fall. Also comend of the semester, then move into the peting for Longwood were juniors
top-60 by end of the fall." Coach Wright Austin Gray (76-71-71-218, t- m
believes their goal to become ranked 16th) and Ross Sumner (70-72-76among the nations best is plausible, but -218, t-16th), freshman Kyle Bodin
understands that the team must work (73-71 -75-219, t-20th), and junior

Kenny Leech (73-75-77-225, t-40th).
Fourteenth-year head coach Kevin
Fillman was pleased with the third place
finish, but recognizes that the team still
has room for improvement: "We played
very well during the majority of the
tournament, but didn't meet our ability
in the final round." In preparation for fixture tournaments, Coach Fillman plans

to focus on putting in order to improve
their overall game: "Our big problem
has been efficiently getting the golf ball
in the hole, and that's something we
need to improve on." The men's team
will compete at the Kilmarlic Intercollegiate hosted by Old Dominion University from Oct. 24-26.

——
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MEN'S RUBGY GETS PAST DETERMINED SPIDERS
JESSIE GIFFON

Rotunda Reporter
W i t h University President
Patrick Finnegan looking on,
Longwood's men's rugby team
struggled past the University of
Richmond Spiders with a score of
13-5 on Sat., Oct 16 at the First
Avenue Field. Despite dominating
territory and possession for the
first 25 minutes of the game, the
only points scored were a penalty
kiCK from Tjf Van'Petten and the
halftone score was 3-0 in favor of
Longwood. The match was
marred by mistakes on both sides
and very tight refereeing, which
left the Longwood offense
grounded. With several players
out due to injury and school obligations, the team lacked chemistry
during the match. Two more injuries during the game forced Senior Justin Singer advances the ball in the game vs. CNU.
m»»«ii*p
Captain Preston Leep to leave the
match.
The second half continued much like the first, with Longwood holding an advantage in territory but unable
to score. In the 55th minute, conflicting signals from the referee left the Lancers confused and Richmond scored
its only try of the afternoon. Down 5- 3 with 25 minutes to go, the forwards took matters into their own hands. With
a big tackle from Jay Kennedy in the second half lifting the team's moral, Longwood scored twice on tries from
Frostt Salem and Erikk Shupp to gain the 13-5 win. If more points had been scored by Jimmy Bittner, the Lancers
would have dominated even more during the last 20 minutes of the match. In this tight defensive match, Jesse
Kelly was named man-of-the-match for his outstanding tackling.
The win secured a place for the Lancers in the VRU playoffs to be held in Richmond on Nov. 6-7. Urn week,
the men play against mshington 8c Lee in Lexington on Friday night A win there means the team will secure the
regular season championship for the third time in five years and the No. 1 seed in the playoffs.

Next Exit

You belong with us at
Virginia Credit Union.
Extra Credit Checking
that pays dividends.
Farmville Branch - Mid Town

(434) 392-9420

WOMEN'S RUGBY FALLS TO MABY WASHINGTON
T h e women's ragby team traveled to Fredericksburg to play Mary Washington University (MWU) in a Virginia Rugby Union (VRU) league match. MWU is a traditional powerhouse in the league and is a strong team
again this year. The Lancer women played hard led by Josie Zulica, Gabby Dixon, and Bridge« Dykes, but were
unable to stop the MWU attack, losing 49-14. Tries by Dykes and Emily Laura were the only points scored for
LU. The next women's game is against William & Mary (W&M) at First Avenue on Sat, O c t 30. Schedules and
results for both teams can be found at kmgwoodrugby.org.

Virginia Credit Union
www.vacu.org • (800) 285-6609
F e d e r a l l y insured by N C U A .
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Club Baseball Falls to Virginia Tech
the Lancers' bullpen could shut
down the Hokies. He had only
Asst. Online Editor
given up three earned runs, but
Last Sunday, Longwood Uni- the Longwood bullpen let him.
versity's Division II club baseball down by giving up ten runs in
team played Virginia Tech's Divi- the final two innings. The
sion I team. The team played a Lancers lost 14-8.
In game two, the Lancers got
double-header against the Hokies, which left the Lancers with a off to a good start offensively,
with home runs by junior first
5-5 record for the fall season.
Senior catcher Matt McCloud basemen Russell Hill, sophoand freshman outfielder Nick more catcher Andrew Minnix,
Higuchi each hit a home run in and sophomore outfielder John
game one to lead the way offen- Ponton.
Continuing his dominance at
sively for the Lancers.
Senior outfielder Shane the plate, Cochrane had two hits.
Cochrane looked strong at the There was a strong pitching perplate with three hits. Junior formance in relief by sophomore
pitcher Brett Draper said, "Mc- Tyler Scrima. Draper came back
Cloud and I had them guessing in the game during the sixth and
the whole time." Draper left the seventh innings striking out five
mound after five innings hoping batters. The Lancers committed
KATLYN N O R M A N

too many errors in the seventh
inning, which ended up giving
them the loss with afinalscore of
9-8.
The competition thus far in
the fall season has been tough.
Hill said, "We played against
some of the best teams in Division I club baseball this fall, so we
will definitely be ready when we
get back to facing Division II
teams in the spring."
Hill added, "Tech and Maryland are both World Series contenders in Division I and we
played in some very competitive
games with them."
On Sat., Oct. 30, the Lancers
will play their final game of the
season when they face William &
Mary.

PIGSKIN FOOTBALL PICKS
BEN MAITLAND: (15-15)
-No. 4 Auburn over No. 6 LSU: Auburn leads the way, led by
Cameron Newton. Not a blowout over LSU, but Auburn wins it big.
-No. 13 Wisconsin over No. 15 Iowa: The Badgers maintain the mo r
mentum from last week's big victory and take down the Hawkeyes
in a close one.
-No. 1 Oklahoma over No. 11 Missouri: The Sooners are the team
that can stay at No. 1, at least for this week. Another good game, as
Mizzou goes down fighting in a close matchup.
-Miami over Pittsburgh: I nave to go with my heart on this one
being a 'Fins fan from way back. Chad Henne finally gets his head
on straight, and Brandon Marshall has big game against habitually
tough Steel Curtain defense.
-New England over San Dieeo: The Patriots are the Patriots, and the
Chargers are not firing on all cylinders right now. Patriots roll by
maintaining momentum from overtime win against the Ravens.
-Minnesota over Green Bay: Favre doesn't get distracted easily, and
this text message situation is no different. Randy Moss breaks out at
Lambeau Field and the Pack is powerless to stop him.

KEENAN CRUMP: (15-15)

Peace Corps & Longwood
Would you like to use your degree and
experience to assist global development,
peace and understanding?
Life is calling.

Peace Corps is growing and has thousands
of new volunteer jobs available for 2011!
Apply now for programs departing next year.

How far will
you go?

800.424.8580

www.peacecorps.gov

Find out how you can gain personal and
professional experience as a
Peace Corps Volunteer.
Visit www.peacecorps.gov to find out more.
For more information, contact:
Ben Burnesat bburnes@peacecorps.gov.

DOMINO'S PIZZA
New sauce.
New crust.
New cheese.

Now accepting
Lancer Cash!
Student Value Menu: Just $7.99
Large 1 topping pizza
Medium 2 topping pizza
Small 1 topping pizza & 20 oz. Coke
Any chicken & bread
Any 2 breads

OPEN REALLY, REALLY LATE!
Mo nday - Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

2 AM
3 AM
1 AM

For coupons or to order online go to
w w w . f a r m vi I l e d o m i n o s .CO m .
B e i x j m e a f a n of D o m i n o ' s P i z z a - Farmville, Virginia o n
F a c e b o o k to h e a r a b o u t o u r s p e c i a l s right a w a y o r just c a I

(434)392-3000.

-No. 4 Auburn over No. 6 LSU: LSU has had too many close games,
and their luck runs out this week on the road against a Heisman candidate Cam Newton.
-No. 15 Iowa over No. 13 Wisconsin: Big win last week for the Badgers, but Iowa reasserts itself in the Big Ten at home after early season
misstep.
-No. 11 Missouri over No. 1 Oklahoma: No one is safe at the No. 1
spot in the polls this season. The Sooners suffer same fate as predecessors.
-Pittsburgh over Miami: With Big Ben's return, the Steelers finally
have their groove back on offense, and their defense plays well to
drown the Dolphins in Miami.
-New England over San Diego: Chargers' early season struggles will
not end against the Pats, as Brady ana his hair outduel Rivers.
-Minnesota over Green Bay: The Vikings finally get on a roll with
big win at Lambeau over banged up Packers squad thanks to Viking
defense this time.

NATHAN EPSTEIN: (15-15)
-No. 4 Auburn over No. 6 LSU: In the battle of the quarterbacks,
Auburn has the upper hand.
-No. 15 Iowa over No. 13 Wisconsin: The home teams have dominated in the Big Ten, and this is no exception.
-No. 11 Missouri over No. 1 Oklahoma: Missouri will show just how
wrong the BCS computers are. The defense for the Sooners this season has not been impressive, either.
-Pittsburgh over Miami: Pittsburgh fields the best defense in the
NFL right now. With Big Ben back, the Dolphins are in trouble.
-New England over San Diego: San Diego has not gotten past the
point where they struggle every year.
-Green Bay over Minnesota: Aaron Rodgers is 0-2 against Favre lifetime. In a primetime game, Rodgers gets it done for the first time.

ADMINISTRATOR: DR. TIM PIERSON
-No. 4 Auburn over No. 6 LSU: Les Miles andLSU's luck is about to
run out - Auburn, led by their explosive quarterback and Heisman
candidate Cameron Newton will be the real Tigers this week.
-No. 15 Iowa over No. 13 Wisconsin: Can the Badgers maintain the
level of play they showed in defeating No.l Ohio State last week? I
don't think so - I like the Iowa Hawkeyes at home.
-No.,1 Oklahoma over No. 11 Missouri: Can the Sooners break the
trend of No. l's getting dethroned? Yes, I like Oklahoma in a good
game.
-Pittsburgh over Miami: Big Ben is back and the Steelers will handle a very good Dolphins team on the road.
-San Diego over New England: What's happening with the Chargers? They are too good and I see San Diego knocKing-off a hot New
England team.
-Green Bay over Minnesota: Aaron Rodgers and the Packers will
not lose to the Vikings at home - Favre's magic has run out in Green
Bay.

GUEST: PROFESSOR JEFF HALLIDAY
-Auburn over LSU: This year's Tieer Bowl goes to Auburn. LSU
may have the SEC's best defense, but their offense is pedestrian.
AuDurn's Cam Newton is among the nation's top five in QB rating,
rushing yards & TDs.
-Iowa over Wisconsin: The Hawkeyes will keep the Heartland Trophy in Iowa City thanks to their admirably balanced offense. D.
Kinnick Stadium is one of the most underrated game atmospheres
in the country & 70K+ will watch Iowa hold off the Badgers.
-Oklahoma over Missouri: It has been trendy for No. Is' to lose;
however, Oklahoma owns the Big 12's second best offense and defense & RB DeMarco Murray is a sfud in big games.
-Pittsburgh over Miami: Since I worship the ground Troy Polamalu
treads and Heinz Field is my personal Mecca, I'll go with my Black
& Gold. The Steel Curtain D reigns supreme once again.
-New England over San Diego: The Chargers remain the enigma of
the league. They've got the No. 1 passing offense & No. 4 defense
and, after being embarrassed by the Pats, will fall to 2-5 on the season. Norv Turner's seat is on fire while Bill Belichick is as cool and
crisp as a Boston winter.
-Green Bay over Minnesota: The most entertaining moments of this
game may come from when the network cameras showcase the creative ways Packers fans will mock their fallen former hero. The
NFC North crown may be at stake and the Packers will prevail at
Lambeau.

Want to participate in the weekly football picks?
Contact Sports Editor Ben Maitland at
john.maitland@live.longwood.edu expressing interest,
and he'll respond to you with directions from there.
Participation would be appreciated!
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7th Home Shutout Builds Lancers' Road Confidence
CHRIS TOBEY

Rotunda Reporter
T w o back-to-back wins
by the Lancers have placed
them in position to have their
winningest season since making the move to Division I.
Two goals by the defense, from
red shirt junior Katie Devlin
and
sophomore
Natalie
Massey, lead the Lancers to a
shutout against Francis Marion. They took that momentum on the road Sunday in a
3-1 win against New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT).
The two wins raised the
Lancers record to 10-6 and ensured their 14th winning season in the programs history.
When the Lancers playedhost to the Francis Marion Patriots for Longwood Appreciation Day the defense gave the
coaches something to appreciate. The offense started the
game a little sluggish taking
only two shots in the first 20
minutes of the game. It would
take a spark from their defense
to get tnem going.
In the 24th minute of play
Katie Devlin connected on a
corner kick from senior forward Jessica Varela, heading
the ball past the Patriots
keeper. The goal, which
turned out to be the game winner, sparked the Lancer offense
to posted five shots in almost
as many minutes. Then Longwood's leading scorer, sophomore forward Lindsey Ottavio,
beat the keeper in the box to
earn her 14tn goal of the season.
The Lancers controlled the
pace for the remainder of the
half and took the 2-0 lead in to
intermission. The Patriots
pulled a couple of close shots
in the early part of the second
period but the Lancer defense
defended their home net flawlessly.
The defense then posted

NATHAN EPSTEIN

Rotunda Reporter

Photo By: Chris Tobey

Natalie Massey and Katie Devlin embrace after Massey's first goal of the season.

another insurance goal in the
58th minute. A Francis Marion yellow card gave the
Lancers a free kick in their attacking third of the field. Jessica Varela earned her second
assist of the match as she
placed the free kick in the box
where defender Natalie
Massey earned her first goal of
the season by heading it past a
disheartened Patriot goalie.
Graduate keeper Marcia
Biddle and sophomore goalie
Kyra Byron split the remainder
of the time in net for Longwood and lead their defense to
their 8th shutout win of the
season. Associate head coach
Steve Brdarski could not have
been more pleased with the
defenses' play.
"As a coach," said Brdarski,
" when you've got a defensive
core that will not pnly give you
the shut out they contribute
two goals, its huge. You're glad
to see them get their reward

because they've earned it."
As the girls went on the
road they wanted to keep the
momentum from their shutout
home win but were plagued by
a 1-5 road record.
"You try to emulate what
you do in practice during the
game," said Head Coach Todd
Dyer. "We've been able to do
it at home but were still trying
to figure it out on the road."
The way the Lancers handled the NJIT Highlanders
Sunday in Newark, N.J. sugested that they have finally
igured that out. The forwards,
who were out scored by their
defense in the last game
seemed to step up under the
pressure. Sophomore forward
Nikki Glisson collected a loose
ball at the top of the box for the
go-ahead goal, her third of the
season. A few minutes later
Lindsey Ottavio added to the
lead on a crisp pass from junior midfielder Mackenzie

King. They took a 2-0 lead
into the half.
Early in the second half
freshman midfielder Kelsey
Pardue and Jessica Varela fed
Ottavio for a break away goal,
her 2nd of the match and tnird
on the week, tied for 4th most
in Division I play for the week
It was Ottavio's 16th this season which ties her for the most
in school history.
A goal in the 61st minute
cost the Lancers the shutout,
but the defense regrouped and
they kept NJIT from getting a
single shot on goal after tne
score. The 3-1 win was their
2nd road win of the season.
"Our third goal (by Ottavio) was one of our best soccer moves that we have put
together all year," said Dyer.
"We're excited to get a road
win rr it feels good .and we'll
return home and prepare for
Campbell and see if we can get
the same result at their place."

They'll have to work
hard in the upcoming because
their next two games are on
the road as they travel to play
Campbell's Fighting Camels
on Oct. 22 and the Eastern
Kentucky Colonels on Oct. 27.
Both teams currently have
seven wins on the season and
will be fighting to finish the
year with a winning record.
The Lancers will wrap up their
season at home against Morehead State (9-6-1) on Sunday,
Oct. 31 for Longwood's Senior
Day.
Dyer said, "We knew from
the beginning of the season
that three of our last four were
going to be on the road. We're
excited about it. Last year we
kind of fizzled out at the end of
the season and were trying to
make sure this year we finish
strong."

Men's Soccer Loses to Howard, Ties Adelphi
SEMEIN W A S H I N G T O N

Asst. Features Editor
T h e Longwood Lancers men's soccer team fell in a 2-1 loss against
Howard on Oct. 9. Facing Howard, the
Lancers scored once with senior Harvey Headly against two points from the
Bison's Phillip Borde and Claude St.
Louis, yet led 15-7 in shots and 3-2 in
corner kicks. Helmick recorded two
saves out of four shots attempted by
Howard. In response, Bisons goalkeeper Larry Turner had four saves but

allowed Headley's shot off a corner kick
by sophomore Vinnie Liana. For Longwood, sophomore Devin Pierce attempted a pair of shots that were
stopped in the first part of the second
half. Howard's Fredrick Burgess had
one assist and two shots. >
Following the Howard loss, the
men's team played on Oct. 15 at Longwood's Athletics Complex where they
tied 0-0 with Adelphi University in
double overtime. Junior goalkeeper Joel
Helmick brought in four saves for
Longwood against Adelphi. The first
half started with Longwood freshman

Matt Carey performing a shot that was
blocked 22 seconds into the match.
Sophmore Vinnie Liana had a pair of
shot attempts shortly afterwards, followed by Zack Mahon with another
pair of snots. The two would come to
lead Longwood offensively with four
shots total for Liana, three on goal, and
five shots for Mahon, two on goal. The
second shot by Mahon was stopped by
Adelphi player Kyle Blackmer and was
followed by the ejection of Adelphi's
Alexander Kouznetsov for a hard tackle
from behind, a decision that would
leave Adelphi lacking a player for the
remainder of the match. In the 43rd
minute, Adelphi landed a ball in the net
but, because the Panthers went offsides on the play, the score did not
count. The Lancers' Devin Pierce entered as a substitute and performed two
wide shots before going into halftime.
The Lancers led 8-3 in shots against
Adelphi's Panthers.
The second half has a defensive
focus for both teams with scoring opportunities limited. The Panthers Dan
Larenius tried a header, but Helmick
came up with the save. In the 67th
minute, Helmick stopped his fourth
shot of the match from Adelphi player
Henderson Hewes. Longwood junior
Cody Merkes performed header on the
goal off a corner kick at the 77th
minute, but was stopped by Panther's
goalkeeper Thorne Holder.
The first overtime began and ended
with the Lancers outshooting Adelphi
4-0 with one shot on goal. In the second overtime, two red cards were called

on Adelphi at the end of the 103rd
minute. The three man advantage for
Longwood allowed them to control the
ball, but were only able to attempt one
shot on goal.
Overall, the Lancers outshot Adelphi 16-8 and led 5-1 in corner kicks,
while the Panthers' goalkeepers Kyle
Blackmer and Thorne Holder have
three saves each. Adelphi was led offensively by Maurico Mora.
Of tne match, sixth-year head
coach Jon Atkinson said, "It was bizarre
match, one that lacked rhythm
throughout. We started well, then
backed off as the first half went on. We
regrouped at halftime, but could never
finish in the final third of the field. Give
credit to Adelphi, who fought a man
down for most of the match to salvage
a point in the conference standings."
The match was officiated by a
tough referee who handed out three
yellow cards to Longwood and three
red and two yellow to Adelphi. Due to
losing several players, the Panthers suffered from a loss of man power. The
Lancers improved their communication during the match, but still had
trouble talking it up. However, neither
team made any big mistakes or allowed
any openings for their opponent. A
save bv Parker Arnold in t he first half,
and a good pass by Harvey Headley in
the second were some of the highlights
from the Lancers. Adelphi player Kris
Nosworthy's movement of the ball and
Adelphi's strong drive in the first half
served as some of the high points for
the visiting Panthers.

LATEST MEN'S SOCCER UPDATE:
The Lancer men's soccer team picked up its
second victory this season last night against Navy.
Final score was 2-1. The Lancers next match will
be on Oct. 23 at 2 p.m. at the Athletics Complex
against NJIT.
The Lancer's match against Adelphi was hard fought.
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Too
Soon?
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S o we've reached the
half-way point in the college football season, and as
usual, what fans can expect
is the unexpected. David
FCS teams topping their
Goliath FBS foes early on,
two top-ranked teams
stumble after attaining that
SPORTS
number one spot in consecutive weeks and sports
V.OLUMN
agents seem to be more
prevalent than gnats on a
July day in Louisiana.
But wait. Can you hear it? Can you hear that
ticking time bomb starting its countdown? If you
can't, just remember what separates this week from
the previous six: the BCS rankings were announced
for the first time this season.
Cue the collective moans, groans, and all
around animosity, because the wizard of football
Oz has spoken. And if the season were to end today,
the fight for the national championship would be
between the University of Oregon and the.. .Oklahoma Sooners?
While I understand I'm walking right into the
proverbial bear trap, I still have to ask. The Oklahoma Sooners? Are we to understand this is the
same Oklahoma Sooners team that, while they are
undefeated at 6-0, was outscored by Utah State in
the third quarter? Isn't this the same Oklahoma
Sooners team that squeaked by both Air Force and
Cincinnati?
Granted, the Sooners have had some good
games to brag about this year. They did lay waste
to the Florida State Seminoles, who have looked all
but dominant in the ACC, and took the win over
their archrivalsin Texas. By the way, that was only
the Sooners' second win in the Red River Rivalry
in the past six tries.
But the fact still remains, why is nobody talking about Boise State? The fans and "experts" that
say Boise State doesn't have the right to play in the
big game because they don't play the level of competition present in the SEC, the Big 10, or the Pac
10 are either too stubborn to give kudos to a team
from the WAC or simply don't know just how
much major college football has evolved, even'
within the mid-major conferences.
Teams such as Oklahoma, Oregon, Auburn,
and even LSU are hoping their current seasons will
land them a spot in the title game. Boise State has
earned it as per their resume over the past five seasons. Consider for a moment that since the 2006
season, the Broncos have lost a grand total of four
games.
That's four seasons and four losses. In todays
game of Division I college football with so much
talent dispersed all over the country down to the
lowest division teams (just ask the Hokies about
IMU) it doesn't matter what conference a team is
in. To win one game takes talent, and the Broncos
have now won 55 dating back to the 2006.
Still don't think Boise State deserves to play for
all the marbles? Just ask Oregon if Boise State is
good enough. Twice the Broncos have feasted on
the Ducks, both on the road and at home. Not convincing anybody?
How about the two, count' em two, Fiesta Bowl
titles the Broncos hold in just the past four seasons?
It seems rather ironic that so many coaches who
can't even lay claim to one Fiesta Bowl tide are trying to determine the fate of a team who has multiple tides in less than a decade.
And lets not forget who the Broncos claimed
that first Fiesta Bowl title against: the tenth ranked
Oklahoma Sooners. No matter what Boise State
does to prove themselves, they seem to always end
up the Rodney Dangerfield of college football.
They are a physical, talented team that did not
only beat Virginia Tech at the start of the season,
they abused the hokies. Forget what the scoreboard
says and just look at how tired and worn out the
hokies were against the James Madison Dukes the
following week. Not to mention, they have a head
coach in Chris Peterson who, in terms of Xs and Os
and creativeness, could stand toe to toe against any
Nick Saban, Jim Tressel, Brian Kelley, or even Joe
Pa in the country.
They do nothing but win and everyone says
they don't play a tough enough schedule, then that
one loss that seems to come around more than
Haley's Comet occurs and its open season on the
Broncos.
It is a real shame that the fans love the underdog stories, and in NCAA sports that end with a
tournament (which is all but football) there's always
that underdog that makes the one magical run. The
fans love it, which means more revenue and ratings
for the NCAA, and yet they refuse to let the underdog have their chance.
Okay.. .deep breath. Given everything, it is after
all only October. As the saying goes championships
are won in November, and it's a pretty safe bet to
assume none of the top three ranked teams, not
even Boise State, are punching their tickets to Glendale, AZ.
From a fan's perspective, it also might be a safe
bet to assume that Boise State will go undefeated
considering their remaining WAC schedule. This
means top-ranked Oklahoma better be careful on
the road this week against Missouri.

